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Hadron photoproduction experiments 'w'ithout a polarized target have been car-
ried out in the laser-electron photon facility beam-line at SPring-8 (LEPS) since
2000. The hadron photoproduction of the @, K, 4, and n0 mesons is studied by
using linearll, polarized photon beams with energies of Et : L5 
- 
2.9 GeV. At the
LEPS fac'ility. linearly and circularly polarized photons are produced by Backward-
Compton scattering. An experiment for measuring a complete set of spin observables
is expected to give important information to investigate the nucleon hidden struc-
ture and hadron photoproduction d1'namics. Introduction of the polarized target is
expected to conduct the LEPS experiment to the next stage. We plan to ca,rry out
hadron photoproduction experiments b1'using polarized photon beams and the po-
larized target. We have started to develop the polarized H1-drogen-Deuteride (HD)
target since 2005. A polarized HD target is prepared at Research Center for Nuclear
Physics Osaka University, and will be installed in the LEPS beam-line at SPring-8.
As a first step, rn'e produced the polarized HD target in 2008-2009. The HD gas 'was
fed to a dilution refrigerator, and was solidified. Then, the HD rvas cooled do'w,n to
1,1 mK with a high magnetic field of 17 T. The polarization degree of about 8-1% is
realized for the proton at T:14 mK and at the magnetic field of 77'1. The target
was kept in a surrounding of the low ternperature and the high rnagnetic field for 53
days to grow and freeze the polarization. After 53 days, the polarization degree and
the relaxation time were measured and obtained as 40.8t2.3 (stat.)% and 112.8+0.1
(stat.) days, rcspcctivcly. Thc rclaxation timc of 112.8 days is longcr than thc pc-
riod of 60 days nccdcd for taking data of invcstigating thc nuclcon hiddcn structurc.
Thc rclaxation timc rn'ill bc lcngthcncd by taking longcr aging timc. Thc mcasurcd
polarization of 40.87a rvas smallcr than thc cxpcctcd polarization of 84%. \\'c infcr
tliat this leq-polarization originatcs from tu'o rcasons. Onc is thc circuit lincarity of
NNIR. The magnitude of the signal changes ,1000 times from 0.0204 at 4.2 K with 1
T, rnhich is the calibration point, to 84% at 14 mK v"ith 17 T. The other is that the
polalization did not glow to the expected value because of a srnall atrtouttt of ortho-
II2 in the HD gas. Extremely small amounts of ortho-H2 and para-D2 components
in the purified I{D gas do not grou' the polarization of the HD target in this aging
time. The appropriate arnount of impurities in the HD is appr-oximately an order
of 0.01%. A devic'e to anall'ze a concentration of ortho-H2 with a high precision of
about 0.001%, u,as required in order to optimize the amount of impurities. Itr order'
to solve the aforernentioned all technic'al problems, $'e have developed a ner,r gas pu-
rification svstem and a gas anal-vsis s1'stern for the polarized HD target production,
and have improved the NNIR rneasllrement system fbr the experimeut at SPring-8.
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Introduction
Section 1..1
Physics motivation
- 
1.1.1 Strangeness content in the proton and neutron 
-
It is generally accepted that the lon-energy properties of nucleon are well de-
scribed in terms of three constituents consisting of u and d quarks. Therefore, some
cxpcrirncntal rcsults arc vcfy surprising. Expcrimcnts frorn thc lcpton dccp inclas-
tic scattcring indicatc that thcrc rnay bc non-ncgligiblc strangc quark contcnt in
the nrrcleon, and the strange quarks may give 10-20% contributions to the ntrcleon
spin [1, 2]. After these results, there ale many experiments [3, 4, 5,6,7,8] u'hich
show similar (-29V) or different conclusions (-971. This spin-ptzzle problem is
actively cliscussed now. New experimental infonnation on the ss--quark content of
the nucleon is expected to shed light on solving this discrepancy.
- 
1.1.2 d meson photoproduction
The y'-meson photoproduction reac'tion from proton is dominated by the diffrac'-
tive produc'tion mechanism described in the vector-meson-dominance model (VD\{)
through Pomeron exchange as shou,n in Fig. 1.1(a). Conventional meson exchanges
such as one-pion exchange (OPE) are shorvn in Fig. 1.1(b). The OPE contributes
incoherentl]' to the unpolarized closs section and the polarization observables of our
interest. r'i'hile the interference of VD\{ and the knockout arnplitudes gives verl' dis-
tinct contributions to the polarization observables. If the proton has the sS-quark
content, the sF knockout and uud knockout processes are expected to be possible
reaction channels in case of the @ meson photoproduction as shown in Fig. 1.1(c,
d). In case of the / nLeson photoproduction on the neutron. the similar processes
are nossible.
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1.1: Feynrnan diagram of p meson photoproduction.
「
Thc dOublc polarizatiOn mcasurcnlcnt is vcry scnsitivc to thc sJ contcnts in thc
proton.This has been irstly pointed ollt by Titov cチα′[91 They fOlind thλt the
study Of cross section in the snlall φ rlleSOn scat,tering angle region、vas ot sensitive
to the ss_quark content in the nucleon. The cross section ofやrDNI is ten tilllles larger
than that of the s5 knockout process, as shown in Fig. 1.2. But the bealll_target,
asymmetry(θtr)fOr t,he s5 direct.knockout process(Fig.1.1(c))iS Very sensit‐市e
to tlle s3qualk colltellt,ill tlle nucleoll(Fig.1.3)191
The interference bet、v en the VDRI amplitudes and the knOckOut amplitude gives
distinct contributions to the asyl■■lnetry at sma l φ ll■eSOn angles.The beam―target
asymlnetry 3号F is deined as
?
?
?
?
(a)
Cリ dσ(=)一dσ(=)  dσ(3)―dσ(:)
dσ(=)+dσ(=)~dσ(3)十dσ(:) (11)
、vhere dσ represents dσ/dι, and : and : denOte the suln of the initial protOn and
phot01l helicities. The polarized target enables the llleasurement of double polariza―
tion asynlnletries in φ mesOn photoproduction to study the st,rallgeness colltent in
proton and neutrOn
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Figure 1.2: The unpolarized r/ photopro- Figure 1.3: The beam-target asymmetry
duction cross section dof dt at, Er:2.9 CBr rs plotted as a function of the scat-
GeV. The solid, dotted, dashbd, and tering angle of fmeson. Strangeness
dot-dashed lines give the cross sections quark content is assumed to be 0%
of VDM, OPE, ss knockout process, and (solid), 0.25% (dashed), and 1% (dot-
uud knockout with strangeness admix- dashed) [9].
ture of L% l9l.
θ%
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Section 1.2
LEPS facilities
The polarized HD target will be used at the laser-electron photon facility at the
SPring-8 (LEPS), Japan. At SPring-8 BL33LEP beam-line (LEPS facility), the
linearly-polarized photon is produced by laser backward Compton scattering. The
experimental apparatus for the measurement is described in this section.
- 
1.2.1 SPring-8 
-
SPring-S, an acronym of Super Photon ring-8 GeV facility, is the most powerful
third-generation synchrotron radiation facility with 62 beam-lines. Figure 1.4 shows
a schematic view of SPring-8 accelerator comple4. The accelerator complex consists
E口ectron Cun
Main Building
Beamline Electron
Flow、
Experimental Hall
Figure 1.4: Schematic of view of SPring-8.
of an injector linear accelerator, a booster synchrotron attd a low etnittance storage
ring. The linear accelerator accelerates electrons to energy of 1 GeV. The accelerated
electron beam is transported to the synchrotron, which boosts up its energy to 8
GeV. 8 GeV electrons are injected into the storage ring, and are stored with an
瀑
13
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energy of 8 GeV.
- 
1.2.2 Laser electron photon beam at SPring-8 
-
Wc will usc circularly polarizcd
taggcd photon intcnsity of about
of the LEPS facility at SPring-S.
a) SPring-8
SR ring
Collision
photon bcams at E:1 .5-2.4 GcV. Wc cxpcct thc
106 7's/scc. Figurc 1.5 shou,'s thc ovcrall conccpt
8 GeV electront
b) laser hutch
c) experimental hutch
Figure 1.5: LEPS facility at SPring-8.
Polarized photon bearns are produced by the backward Compton scattering pro-
cess from the head-on collision between polarized laser lights and 8 GeV electrons.
\\'e nses the lasers with a single wavelength at 355 nrn (UV : ultraviolet) or 266
nm (DUV : deep ultraviolet). Two 8-W quasi-Cw (80 MHz) lasers with 355 nrn
wavclcngth arc typically uscd in thc LEPS cxpcrimcnts. Aftcr thc backward Cornp-
ton scattcring, a taggcd photon bcam (1.5 < E, 12.4 GcV) is gcncratcd with an
intcnsity of about 106/s. Wc havc carricd out cxpcrimcnts u'ith a lincarly polar-
izcd photon bcam for a dccadc aftcr thc construction of thc SPring-8 cxpcrimcntal
facility. A typical linear polarization degree of the injected laser is close t,o l00ya,
which produces a photon beam with a polarization degree higher than 90% at the
rnaximum photon beam energy of.2.4 GeY.
Although the techrrique for obtairring the circularly polalized photorr beattt has
not been completelv established yet, the development itself was rnade once, and was
arrived at the final stage. The polarization degree of the circularly polarized laser is
nreasured after transferring to linearly polarized laser by using a ),la plate. Figure
Electron tagging
14
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Without )ul4 plate
1.6 shou's the output of a photo-diode when
is rotated. The flat distribution shown in the
a polarizer in front of the photo-diode
left panel in Fig. 1.6 indicates that the
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Figure 1.6: Output of the photo-diode when the
right panels show the results of the photo-diode
the )14 plate, respectively.
0    100  200  300
Angle ofpolarizcr(dcg。)
polarizer is rotated. The left and
lneasurements、vithout and、vith
laser is unpolarized or circularly polarized. The right panel in Fig. 1.6 shows that
the laser after passing a \14 plate is transferred to linearly polarized laser. Since
the polarization degree (Prn.",) is defined by using output of the photo-diode (I) as,
Plαser   ==
為α″―為 lπ
(1.2)為απ+塩れ'
we get Pto"., 
-9870 for a circularly polarized laser. This polarization degree is good
enough to produce highly circular-polarized photons.
- 
1.2.3 Overview of the LEPS spectrometer 
-
In thc cxpcrimcntal hutch, thcrc is thc LEPS dctcctor which is optimizcd for
thc mcasurcmcnt of chargcd mcsons at forward anglcs. Thc dctcctor consists of a
plastic scintillator aftcr a targct (STC), an acrogcl Chcrcnkov countcr (AC), silicon-
rnicrostrip dctcctor (SVTX), thrcc drift chambcrs (DC1, DCz, and DC3), a dipolc
magnct, and timc-of-flight (TOF) countcrs (Fig. 1.7). Thc opcning of thc dipolc
magnct is 135-cm rn'idc x 55-cm high, and thc lcngth of thc polc is 60 cm. Thc
field strerrgth at the centel is 0.7 T. The triggel requires a tagging courrter hit,
charged particles after the target, and at least one hit of the TOF counters. Elec-
trons, positrons, and high energy pions are vetoed by requiring no signal from the
Cherenkov counter. In order to measure the momentum of c'harged particles, their
With λ/4 platc
レax～0.2代
|_:_～0.003
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Beam dump
Dipole magnel
//´
//´
/´´
Bcam
Figure 1.7: Top view of the LEPS detector in the experimental hutch. The photon
beam is injected to the target from the left side. A typical event of 1{+1{- pairs
decaying from E meson is illustrated. Charged particles are bent by the 30 ton
dipole magnet and their trajectories are determined by the multiwire drift chambers
(DC's) triggered with the STC and TOF counters.
trajectories are measured with the two planes of single-sided silicon-microstrip de-
tectors and the six-plane multiwire drift chamber (MWDC) placed upstream of the
dipole magnet, and tu,'o sets of five-plane M\\'DC's after the dipole magnet.
Thc anglc covcragc of thc spcctromctcr is about *0.4 rad and 10.2 rad in thc
horizontal and vcrtical dircctions, rcspcctivcly. Thc momcntum rcsolution for 1-
GcY lc particlcs is about 6 McY lc.
Particlc idcntification is pcrformcd by mcasuring thc timc of flight (TOF) of
tnotncntum-analyzcd particlcs from thc targct to thc TOF wall. A typical spcc-
trutrt of the recorrstructed rnass is showrr irr Fig. 1.8. The rnass lesolutiorr is about
30 N{eV/c2 for l-GeV/c kaon. The first physics run with a liquid hydrogen target
started in December 2000.
16
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-l
Figure 1.8: Reconstructed
the full momentum range.
Moss/Chorge (Gev/c')
mass spectra. The hiqtograms are mass of particles ln
The physics subjects of the LEPS experiments are summarized as follows,
(1) 0 meson production:
ip 
- 
Qp [L0,LL], id --. 0d lLI, Lzl, id 
- 
$pn [I3], and
,yA 
- 
6X lI4] reactions,
(2) Strangeness production:
ip 
- 
K+A [15, 16, L7), ip 
- 
K+Eo [15, 16, 18],
in 
- 
K+E- [18], rp -- K+x0(1385) [19],
in 
- 
K+t-(1385) [20] ,lp + K+A(1405) [19], andip ---+ K+A(1520) 12I,22)
reactions,
(3) Pseudo scalar meson production:
ip 
- 
rop l23l and, jp ---+ rtp [24] reactions,
(4) Exotic baryon resonance search:
'yn ---+ K- X reaction 125, 26).
The / meson photoproduction is dominated by the diffractive production within
the vector-meson-dominance model through Pomeron exchange. Meson exchanges
are suppressed by the OZI rule irr the f-chanrrel. The Pourerorr exchange, ss--
knockout, and other reaction mechanisms are studied in the @ meson photopro-
duction. When the polarized photon beams and the polarized target are used,
the ss--knockout process is clearly observed by measuring double spin polarization
17
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asynmetries [9]. A bump structure at E^, -2 GeV 'was found in the differential
cross sections 110]. The bump structure is not explained by the well-known reaction
mechanisms. Another bump structure rn'as found at a similar energy in the differ-
ential cross sections for the jp --- fi+A(1520) reaction l22l. One explanation of the
bump structure is a nucleon resonance in the s-channel. Theoretical calculations dcr
not reproduce the cross section and photon beam asymmetry data. Introducing a
polarized nucleon target to the LEPS experiments, we expect such bump structures
to be inr,estigated more extensively.
Section l.3
Estimations for Experiment
A main subject Of the proposed experiment is a measurement of beam―target
asymmetry of φ photOprOductiOn fi・om a polarized prOtOn 12司.The beam_target
asymmetry(CBT)iS Calculated by Eq.1.1.HerO We replaced dσ(=)and dσ(=)by
dσP and dσス.dσP and dσスrepresent the spin parallel and anti―para lel cIOss seCtiOn
frOll■a HD target,respectively. dσBc describes a colninon background contribution
lnainly caused frOm an unpolarized deuteron. Since three measurelnents of dσP,
dσИ and dσBσ are independent,an error On the beam―ta get asymmetry(△θBT)iS
written as
(△σBT)2
θLT
-l(don 
- 
donc)'
(dσ´ ―dσ・ )2(dσP tt dσスー
4(dσBθ―dσP)2
2dσBc)2(△
dσP)2+
(do, 
- 
do A)2 (do p I do n 
- 
2do 6'6)2
4
@(Ldosc)z'
!\re defined the ratio R as follou's
Using the background cross
doA)12, we obtain a relation
(Atloa)2 +
R= dosc(doo + dol) l2
section donc and an averaged cross section
betv"een dop and da4 as
(1.3)
(1・0
(dσP+
(1.5)
plecisioll,△dσス is
do.q 
-
壺μ
If it is assurnecl t,hat dop arrd do_a are rrreasured with the saure
u.ritten as
r-cBr(l-R,)
1+6ЪT(1-R)
18
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By using these relations, the following equation is obtained:
(△cBT)2
CLT
{1-θLT(1-R)}2+czTR2
2θLT(1-R)2
Titor. suggested that ITo of strange quark contents would produce Cer 
- 
0.3 in a
small lll region. If R is assumed to be 0.5, Eq. 1.7 is rewritten as
Ψ +島・T‐つ
Ψ ttΨ…Ψ ・ (1.8)
This rncans that l0% (20%) prccision of C Br rcquircs a mcasurcmcnt of dop with
2.2% (4.4%) accuracy, whcn ncglccting thc sccond tcrm. If only statistical crror is
takcn into account, 
-2399 (-500) cvcnts of r/ photo-productions has to bc collcctcd.
In thc LEPS cxpcrimcnt from Dcccmbcr 2000 to Junc 2001, about 3000 o,cnts
of @ photo-productions in a K+ and K- detection mode are identified by using a
5 cm-long LH2 target. This yield corresponds to the production rate per photon
of 
-1 x 10-e. About a half of the events are clarified to belong to the region
of t > 
-0.2. Assuming a 5 cm-long HD target, ,.R -- 0.5 and 2 x 106 photons
per second, 
-70 events of @ productions would be collected for t > -0.2 in one
duy. A collection of 2000 x 2 er.'ents (500 x 2 events), which corresponds to the
l0% (20%) accuracy measurement for C67, would be achievable in the 60 days (15
days) run time. Fig. i.9 shows an expected precision of a beam-target asymmetry
measurement as a function of the experimental period. The beam time with 15-60
days will be achievable with present technologies for the HD target.
E×perimentO periOd(doys)
Figure 1.9: Expected precision for the beam-target asymmetry mea,surement as a
flunction of the experimental period.
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Section L.4
Demand of polarized HD targets
Heteronuclear Hydrogen rnolec,ules like HD are polarized, and have interesting
properties. The proton with a spin 112 and the deuteron with a spin l are in-
dependently polarized, and are independently reversible. In HD, H and D vector
polarizations, exceeding 85% and 25Tc, respectively, are attainable by using the
present low-temperature and high-magnetic-field technology. Solid polarized HD
samples are kept in the frozen-spin conditions at the temperature below 4 K and
at the moderate holding field of 0.5 T, allowing easy transportation. Therefore,
the polarization production site is separated from the experimental one [28]. For
nuclear physic:s experiments, thic'k targets of several moles (20 cm3lmole) can be
produced, making it possible to use them with low-intensity real-photon beams [29].
Honig first expects the relaxation time much longer than a month for H and D at
o5K[30]
High polarizations of proton and deuteron targets are achieved by the static
method using "brute force" to polarize the protons in HD at low temperature
(15 mK) and high field (17 T), and when the adiabatic fast passage technique is
applied to transfer proton's polarization to the deuterons, we are able to get higher
polarization for deuteron than that of static method only.
During 5 years, we have carried out a variety of tests for the cryogenic devices and
for the development of the NMR system. The demands of a polarized HD target
are as follows:
o There is little impurity matter which acts as background in the HD target.
o A high polarization is kept for over three months.
o H nucleus and D nucleus are enable to be polarized, separately.
20
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An HD ice is used to produce a polarized target for measuring double polariza-
tion observables in the / meson photoproduction. The HD target does not include
any heavier elements, such as C and N. Therefore, it is possible for us to observe
photoreactions with a small cross section. The HD molecule can be used as a polar-
izcd targct both for protons and ncutrons. Thin aluminum wircs (20% in wcight)
must bc containcd in thc targct ccll to cnhancc thc hcat conductivity for cooling.
In ordcr to achicvc high polarizations of proton and dcutcron in thc HD targct, wc
employ the static method ("bnrte force" method) at low temperature (10 mK) and
at high magnetic field (17 T). The polarized HD target has a unique property with
a Iong relaxation time at low temperature. The relaxation time depends on the
residual amounts of ortho-H2 and para-D2 in the HD gas. The polarized HD target
enables us to measure the complete polarization observables in combination with
the polarized y.--ray beam at SPring-8.
- 
2.0.1 History of polarized HD targets. 
-
The frozen-spin molecular HD target was proposed at first in 1967 [31]. Its original
idea is backdated to 1957. Honig first suggested that the proton polarization in a
solid HD target is able to be explained on the basis of the experimental observation of
relaxation times influenced rvith ortho-hydrogen impurities 132]. In order to polarize
protons in the frozen HD target, Honig applied the innovative idea that the HD
polarization gradually grows up in the spin-flip process between HD molecules and
a small amount of ortho-H2 with spin 1 by making use of the mechanism originally
clarified in earlier years by Nlotizuki et al. [33, 34]. In Table 1, we list the milestone
events for the remarkable developments associated with the HD target. Thanks to
longstanding efforts at Syracuse [35, 36], BM [37, 38, 39], and ORSAY 140, 4I,42,
43,411, the HD target has been firstly used for the actual experiment at LEGS [45],
and.will be used both at JLab [a6] and at SPring-8 147,48,49, 50, 5I,52,53] in
near future. Although there are still many remaining technical problems to improve
the performance of the HD system.
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Table 2.1: History of polarized HD tarqets.1: Hls
1957 h/1.Blool■l An important relaxation mechanism for the
protons in solid HD by using "impurity"
ortho-H" molecules.
1966 W.N. Hardy and
J.R. Gaines
The above relaxation mechanism with o-H2
was confirmed by relaxation time measure-
ments in very pure HD at I.2 K 
- 
4.2 K
---+ proton relaxation time of many hours was
obtained by aging a solid HD with a small
o-Hr impurity.
1967 A. Honig Proposal for a frozen―spin target:
polarizing the HI)at
.high magnetic ield(>10T)
・low temDerature rnear lo mK)
1968-1978
(1968-1978)
(1971-1977)
A. Honig, ef ol.
H.M. Bozler,
E.H. Graf. et al.
Study of the relaxation tillles,depending on
temperature, magnetic ield, ortho―H2 and
para―D2COnCentration.
At Syracuse University
・T=0.4～16K,B=0～lT
At SUNY Stony Brook
・T=35 mK～4 、3=1.5～10T
1975 H. Mano and
A. Honig
Radiation damage rvas studied at
BNL 28 GeV proton svnchrotron and
Cornell 10.4 GeV elec:tron svnchrotron.
1976 A. Honig and
H. N,'Iano
RF forbidden transition AFP (Adiabatic
Fast Passage)
Proton <+ deuteron polarization transfer.
1983-late 1980sA. Honig, el a/. The first application of polarized HD
(produced at Syracuse for fusion studv).
1991 N. Alexander, et
al.
Invention of cold-transport devices for mov-
ing HD from production site to experimental
ai+a
2001.11LEGS collaborationThe first double-polarization data of meson
photoproduction with polarized HD tarset
22
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- 
2.0.2 Outline of the polarized HD target 
-
We will here outline the principle of polarized HD target in an intuitive way. The
basic symmetry condition imposed on the total u'ave functions of H2 (two fermions)
and D2 (two bosons) gives a restriction on the possible nuclear spin orientation at
Iow temperature. In case of H2, the ortho state (o-H2) has a nuclear spin,S:1 and a
molecular orbital angular momentum of l:odd. Since the nuclear spins are aligned,
the o-H2 can be polarized. However, the equilibrium condition at low temperature
requires the para-hydrogen state (p-H2) with ,9:0 and l:0. Since the nuclear
magnetic moments are anti-parallel, the para-hydrogen is not polarized. In case of
D2, it is thc p-D2 combination (S:1;L:odd) that disappcars at lou' tcmpcraturc,
lcaving thc o-D2 (S:0,2;L:0). Although5l6 of thc nuclci in o-D2 havc a population
with thcir spins parallcl (.9:2), thc small magnctic morncnt of thc dcutcron makcs
static polarization of purc dcutcrium vcry difficult.
In contrast, thc orbital and spin angular momcnta of thc hctcronuclcar molcculcs
HD arc not limitcd by syrnmctry rcquircmcnts (onc fcrmion and onc boson). Thc
HD becomes the ground state with the L:0 in the molecular rotation, irrespective
of tlre relative orierrtatiorr of the plotorr with a sp|n 7f2 arrd the deuterorr with
a spin 1 at low temperature. Since the spin-lattice coupling is primarily caused
in the process of molecular rotations, the relaxation rates are extraordinary small.
Although the long relaxation time is essential for using polarized targets in nuclear
physics experiments, it makes the polarization phase equally long. This is a dilemma;
we hope to prepare the polarized target in a relatively short time, and like to keep
the produced polarized target for a long time in experiments. For the polarization
of HD, the answer to solve this dilemma was suggested by Honig [31].
The relaxation (polarization) time is reduced by introducing a small (approx-
irnately the order of 10-r) contamination of o-H2 and p-Dz, as an impurity. The
presence of o-H2 and p-D2 plays an important role to polarize the target. The molec-
ular orbital angular momentum couples with both the lattice and the nuclear spin.
Thus, bir doping small amounts of o-H2 and p-D2 into the pure HD, the relaxation
times of the H and D in HD are reduced so that the HD target is polarized. The
equilibrium polarizations of 80% for H and 20% (r'ector) for D can be achieved in
this n'ay for HD cooled to 
-14 mK in a dilution refrigerator at the magnetic field
of I7 T. The HD target must be kept at this lorv temperature under the magnet
field of 17 T for a long time to let the impurities o-H2 and p-D2 decay to their
magnetically-inert ground states, so that the sample spins are effectively"frozen".
?
?
?
?
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- 
2.0.3 Benefits of polarized HD target 
-
N{olecular H2 has two states, o-Hz and p-H2. H2 contains two protons, rvhich are
indistinguishable Fermi particles. The wave function of the two protons should be
an antisymmetric. Thus, the spin directions of the two protons must be opposite,
or the angular momentum between the protons must be in an odd-L state. Normal
hydrogen reaches at the statistical equilibrium of ortho and para-H2 at high tem-
perature. The ratio of statistical population is 3:1 for o-H2 and p-H2 QIJ ortho and
Il4para). When hydrogen is liquid or solid at low temperature, the odd-L states
quickly decay to L:1, and the even-L states quickly decay to L:0, preserving the
ortho/para quantitics. Thc ortho molcculcs dccay to thc ground statc of hydrogcn,
para-H2 with timc constant of 6.,1 day. Thus, H2 quickly loscs thc ability to bc
polarizcd. Molccular dcutcrium has thc samc issuc bccausc thc p-D2 (L:1) dccays
to o- D2 (L:0) at low tcmpcraturc. Hydrogcn dcutcridc (HD) is madc of two dis-
tinguishablc nuclci. Thc ground statc is L:0. Thc spins of both thc proton and
dcutcron arc possiblc to bc aligncd with thc cxtcrnal magnctic ficld.
―-2.0.4 Di:ution factor一一
Dilution factors used as a polarized target shown in Table 2.2. The dilution factor
is an indication which is amounts of polarizable nuclei as a target in the material.
The materials are polarized by dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) method except
for HD. Since HD only consists of hydrogen and deuteron, the dilution factor of
both of hydrogen and deuteron as the target nucleus is high.
Section 2.1
Polarization principle
- 
2.L.1. Interaction energy coupled with magnetic field 
-
Thc important propcrtics of a
an arrgular rrrornerrturrr J. These
nuclcus with a spin arc magnctic
trn'o vectols is related as,
p:1J
momcnt p and
24
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Table 2.2: ]Dilution factor of target materials used
6LiD is considered to consists of one α cluster and
of 6LiD is evaluated O.5
Polarization Maximum
mcthod polarization
C4H90H   DNP
NH3    DNP
HD   Brute force
Polarization Ntlaximum
method polarization
DNP
DNP
DNP
Brute force
as a polarizing target [54]. Since
two deuteron. the dilution dactor
Dilution factor of
hydrogcn
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
13.5
17.5
33.3
Dilution factor of
deuteron
C4H90D
ND3
6LiD
HD
93
97
97
94
23.8
30.0
50.0
66.6
n'hcrc 7 is a scalar quality callcd thc " gyro-magnctic ratio" . Thc angular momcntum
J is related to a dimensionless angrrlar moment,um operator 1 by the equation:
J : h,I (2.2)
-[2 has an eigen value 1(1+1) where 1is either integer or half-integer (1 : ll2,l,3f 2,. . .).
Any component of .[ (for example 1,) commutes with 12. We may specify simulta-
neously eigenalues of both 12 and the sub-stale m, respectively. Tlie m is one of
the 2l * 1 values I, I 
- 
7, ... 
-l
Whcn a magnctic ficld ,EI is applicd to a nuclcus, an intcraction cncrgy of thc
nuclcus, thc intcraction Harniltonian is givcn as
π =―μ・I.
Taking the applied nlagnetic ield to be Hs along the z―directi n,、、/e ind
0.鋤
π =―γんπOfz.             (2.4)
The eigen values of this Hamiltonian are simple,being Only multiples(γんJfo)of the
eigen values of島.Therefore,the a110wed energles are
ηl=I,I-1:….―ffl: 
-1h,Hsm
25
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二-2.1.2 Boltzman d:str:bution――
At a temperature 7 and under the magnetic field 110, the polarization can be cal-
culated by Boltzmann distribution of nuclear system. Using Boltzmann distribution,
the probability P(Er) is given as
P(島)=
Crp(―コプ/たT)
(2.6)
ΣC″ズー島/んの
づ=0
The number of nucbi η(島)Wtth an energy島おwrttten as
η(島)=Ⅳ塩
CrP(―Eグ/た7) (2つ
\erp(-&lkr)i-0
The summation over all energies is Ar
In the case of I:I12, we have two eigen values of 1", Il2 and 
-ll2.Therefore,
there are two energy levels (see Fig. 2.1),
△E=E1/2~E1/2=1/2γん〃。―(-1 2γん〃0)=γんJfo p.助
- 
2.L.3 Theoretical polarization 
-
On the basis of the Boltzmann law, the polarization relates only
field and temperature) as shown in the following equation
, AE. ,-AE.r\/2 : Nern( 
*); n-tlz : Nerp( k"T )
Taking thc Eq. 2.8 and 2.9 into account, wc can gct thc proton
to the magnetic
(2.鋤
pOlarization as
P″=η十
~η
― "ズ謡)釘ズギ )=ねnh(謡)=hnh(%絆)いの
three eigen、'allles of f__=-1,O and l.
けL"ズ謡)+銘ズギ )
In the case of I : I for deuteron, we have
Therefore, there are three energy levels,
El=―ηdんJf。, E。=O αηご E_1=っごん∬0
26
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H0
Figure 2.1: Energy levels of proton.
Number of nuclei ni in three energy levels are
E1: 
-16ftHs, Eo:O and E-1: 16hHs
The polarization of deuteron is given by
け町 獅Ц準 )
」=|-1/2>
△E=γん」%
I=11/2>
(2.1勾
●・10ら =けけ町 3‖狙ピ(響)
Since the calculation for the D polarization is a little bit complex, we give the
detailed equation to obtain the final equation of Pp. We replace L'ElksT to r.
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'll1 
- 
Tl I cr+crPfl=
7?1 t 7?6 + rl 
-r 〔
口 +F°+α~・
(c2/2+cr/2)(♂/2_cr/2)
εr+εO+β~r
(ε
,/2+cr/2)(c■12_fr/2)
(c■
2+c―α/2)2
θ・ 斗―c° ■ c 2
"r/2 +θ
―ィ2)2
4
4(e"leu+e')
(c,/2+θ―r/2)2
+θ―■/2)
(β
r/2+ε―■/2)
3e'* 6eo + 3e-' I e" 
- 
2eo * c-')
4`三:【
(θ
r/2+ε~・12)2
4:]`:]]:三:{|
3(cr/2+θr/2)2+(r'一θ・ )2
(etl'z + ,.-ziz)z
l tanh(r)
3 + tanh2(r)
Table 2.3: Polariztrtions of H anri D c'alculated with the Boltznrann rus'
H1'drogctt Deuteron
′1/′ιA
比
279
17T
0.857
17T
Tcllll)()rature
300K
273K
77]K
4.2K
l.O I(
100 nlK
14111K
6111K
P〃
0.006%
0006%
0.023t/c
0414%
1.737%
17196%
84.563%
99390%
P,
0.001%
0001%
0005%
0.085%‐
0355%‐
3.553%
24.797%
525821/
I'sing the afort.ttictrtionerl equation. \\'(r (':ur estiniatc thc pol:rriz:rtiorr iu. tlx: thcr-
??
?
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mal equilibrium state. In the thermal equilibrium state at Ho:17 T and T:14 mK,
the H and D polarization reaches 85%, and 25%, respectively as shown in Fig. 2.2.
100
01020304050
Temperature [mK]
Figurc 2.2: Thc polarizations P;r and Pp cstimatcd by using Eq. 2.10 and Eq. 2.13.
The Ps and the Pp are 84.5% and 24.8% at 14 mI( and 17 Tesla, respectively.
Section 2.2
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Production method of polarized HD target
- 
2.2.1 Polarization method 
-
Heteronuclear diatomic molecule like HD is polarized, and has some interesting
properties. The proton with a spin 1/2 and the deuteron with a spin 1 are indepen-
dently polarized, and are independently reversible.
As mentioned in Section 2.0.2, we can obtain a polarized target at low temperature
and under the liigh magnetic field with a small mixture of o-H2 and p-D2. Figure 2.3
shows a schematic view of the polarization process making the HD target. The
equilibrium condition at low temperature requires the p-H2 state with S:0 and
L:0. The presence of o-H2 and p-D2 in the HD plays an important role to polarize
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the target. The molecular orbital angular momentum couples with both the lattice
and the nuclear spin. Thus, by doping small amounts of o-H2 and p-D2 into the pure
HD, the relaxation times of the H and D in HD are reduced so that the sample can
be quickly polarized. Thelefore, by introducing a small (approximately the order of
10-a) contamination of o-H2 and p-D2, as an impurity, we can shorten the relaxation
tirne.
After long time:
??ョ「?????????
l-arge Spin-lattice
Rclaxation
OrthO H2
助
"ル
|リツ21
High B HD No Spin-lattice Para H2& l-ou T Relaxation
Lorv B & High T: Pttliri:.uti,,rt it 1,,'1tr(D;
l.ou B
& High T llD No spin-lattice Para ll2
Relaration
Figure 2.3: An intuitive picture showing a principle of HD target
Thc cquilibrium polarizations arc achicvcd to bc 85oA for H and 25% for D at
14 mK undcr thc magnctic ficld of 17 T. Thc HD samplc must bc kcpt undcr
tlris conditions long cnough to lct thc impuritics o-H2 and p-D2 dccay to thcir
magnctically-incrt ground statcs, so that thc samplc spins arc cffcctivcly frozcn. In
view of the corresponding decav time constants, this aging process is very long.
Utrfortunately, the D polarization is only 25Ya. Therefore, in the practical cycle
which has been applied to polarize HD, only o-H2 doping has been used to polarize
H. The D polarizatiorr has beerr obtairred by tlarrsferring the H polarizatiorr to the
D, using a method commonly known as "Adiabatic Fast Passage (AFP)" [55]. This
technique takes advantage of the dipole coupling of H and D nuclei in different HD
tnolecules. In this way. the polarization of deutelon reaches 60% 130,561.
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r_
A ttnique plopeltl' of pure HD is the long relaxation time of polarization at low
tcmpctatrtt'c. Thc o-H2 dccavs to thc p-H2 at lou'tcnrpcraturc. and bccomcs un-
polarizablc. \\:c manipulatc this f'caturc of HD 155]. Thc spin-latticc lclaxation
titne. 11. is rlefined as the lifel,inre in an erxponential deca1, (or growth) of polar-
izaliotr. Bv cleveloping a metltod to change t,he spin-lattice relaxation tirnes (n,
corresponcling to the polarization lifetinre of the proton. anrl Zf . (orlesponding to
tlre polarization lifetirne of thc deuteron). one can polarize a target with a short
tirne. and can transfer it 1o a lciu'cr field ancl higher-t,emperature environrnent where
it still ltas a long 21. Figule 2.4 shou,s tlre explarration drau'irrg of the flozt.rr-spirr
rncc'hauisrn. Ther polarization of thc HD target glo\\'s to th:rt of therrnal equililtriurn.
TItc relaxation time of the HD target becorres longer with dccreasing the o-H2 l-r1'
lrvdrogett ortho-para c'ottt'ersiott . The grou'ing rate of the polarization of thc HD
slou's dorvn u'ith prolonging the relaxation tirne. This frozen-spin is a ke1' fcature
of the polarized HD svstem. This rnechanism is rn'ell accornplished bt' introducing a
srnzrll fi'action (- 10-l) r-,f the o-H2 itlpurity for the prototr a,1d a sltall atnount of
the p-D2 impurity for the deuteron. This impuritv is polarizal-rle and c,ross-relaxes
rvith the corresponding nucleus of HD. In the case of the proton. bv introrluc'irrg a
small amount of o-H2. we (an shorten fi in polarizing HD. and allou'the proton
to be polarized lrv ther conventional "brute force" method at lou- temperatule:rnd
liigh rnagnetic field. Sirnilarlv, b1' putting a small arnount of the p-D2 in HD. t'e c an
shcirterr fr' (the deuter-on is a spin l particle and p-D2 u,ith L-1 is doniinaterl at krrv
temperatulc and decal's to the o-D2 state with L-0). Unfortunatelv. the realitt'is
even more cornplic'atecl. becattsc amounts of H2 shortens {'and vire vcl'sa. In pure
H2 at a temperzr,ture of 4 I( arrd l-ielou', the existing o-Hz dcc::r1's to the p-H2 with a
rate of about l5t7c per dar'. In pure H2, this me:urs tliat the arnount of rnzrgneticallr'
ac'tir,'e hydrogen decreases soon. For the o-H2 impurit\. in HD, thc decar' lifi:tinte
is not the same. But it still riecat's with iin exponerrti:rl func'tion of tirne. As the
eH2 in HD c'onverts to the p-Hz , Tr grows longer and this pro('ess is referrecl as
aging. The trging of the target contributes to highlr. polarize the HD target rvith
a lorrg 71 and Tl (frozert-spin). This is a trernendous arlvantage of tlie polarizerl
HD target. Whcn the HD is at room ternpcrature. the orthe anrl para- specics
back-cotrvcrt to equililxitun populations. A fi-ozen-spin highlv polarized targct can
lre transpolted or storecl in a relativelv low nragne.tic fiekl ancl at a ternperature of a
feri' Ii. Tltis ttterans a frozeri-spin target niav lie placcd in a in-beanr clvcistat ll'ith a
stn:rll tnagnet for' :r holding fielri trrrd u'ith less rnassir,'e thernral raclitrtion shierlcls to
kcep it cold. This alloll's us to pcrforrn an cxperirnent uncler the condition of :r lon'
particlc cnergv loss. likcly photoreacticns. since thc target is riot heaterl up. iincl u'e
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cilu obtain a good statistics frorn a high polarization.
- 
2.2.3 Drawbacks of the polarized HD target system 
-
Thcrc is no rcsc-.arch progranr u'itliout an1- diflicultr,'. Thc polarizccl HD targct is
not cxccptional. A polarizcd HD targct cannot bc uscd in a hadron trcarn indr.rc-
ing high ionization. A hadlon beanr knocks nrany electlons out of the HD crt'stal
lattic'e. ancl allorvs an uncxpected spin-relaxation mec'hanisrn througir the slrin ex-
change process betn'een elec'trons ancl prolons in the HD. This effect clegracles the
polarization of tlie larget b1'shortening T1 which causes the high polarizat,ion to
clirninish. A haclron tream of non-ionizing radialion with a high arnount of ionizing
ra<-liatiorr iurpulitr.will rerluc'e the useful life tirrre of the polarizerl talget irr l-leanr.
These lirnitations rnake tlie HD target inappropriatc fbr using a bearn of electric'aliv
charged particles. If a fiozerr-spin polarizecl tar-get is not in a magnctic holding field
at all tirncs. T1 and Tf art. sholtened to be less than seconrls. This produces a
frozen-spin unpolarized HD target useless for a double-polarization cxperiment, arrd
the tlrree rnonths for agirrg the target are u-asted. Care must irc taken to ensure
that the target does not errc'ounter a llear-zero rnagnetic' field region.
- 
2.2.4 Target cell 
-
The target cell is designed fc-rr transporting the solid HD. Figure 2.5 shou,s the
photographs of the ccll for the pol:rrized HD target. The main conlponents of the
target cell are PCTFE (Kel-F). The target cell consists of the coppcr screu'ring.
aluminurn cooling wires and the PCTFE end-caps. The copper screu' ring is userl
to connect the colcl finger of the DRS, anrl is falrricaterl with sufficient high-puritl'
copper rnaterial to pro'r'ide a good thermal conductivitrr in thc niK region of tem-
perature. The targct should be rrorr-rnagnetic so that it does not interfere u'ith the
N\lR line-shape. The alurninum cooling rvires are 50 ;rrn in diarnetel and 99.999%
puritt'. They arc bundlecl arirl attached to the target ring. Thcre are approxirnately
2000 such coolirrg rvires in the talget cell. The total nrass of the aluminum rn-ires is
aborrt 20c1, of the mass of the HD target ruatcrial.
The PCTFE cell and end-caps rlose not contain any atornic lrvdrogen. in orrlcr to
avoirl the additional background lbr the N\IR measuren)ents. The niajoritv of the
nuclcar backgrouncl conrcs frorrr PCTFE rnatcrial so that thc palts of thc cnd-caps
u'hich rvill bc in thc bcarn arc rnadc as thirr as possiblc. Thc top cap is ucccssarv to
rcducc thc sizc of holc opcn to \:acllllrn (or Hc cxchangc' gas) so that thc arrtotttrt cii'
HD rvhich sublirnates frorrr the solid targct is negligiirlc. f571.
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Linear
Time
Figure 2.4: A model of frozen spin mechanism with elapsed day. The panels shows
variances of the polarization, relaxation time and o-H2 concentration in HD with
elapsed day.
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Figurc 2.5: PhotOgraph of targct ccll
Section 2.3
P olar tzat ion measurement
We try to obtain the nuclear polarization of solid HD at low temperature and
in a high magnetic field. The HD sample is paramagnetic substance. The relation
between the magnetization and applied magnetic field obeys the famous Curry's
law, in which the magnetization is proportional to the applied magnetic field, and
the proportional constant is called " (static) susceptibility". In the case of electron
systems, it is not so difficult to measure the magnetization of substances in static
magnetic field because of existing a large enhancement factor in the systern. Un-
fortunately, in case of nuclear systems, even if at low temperature below 1 mK in a
high magnetic field higher than 1 T, we need to use the NI\IR technique. In addition
to the external static magnetic field, a week oscillating magnetic field with near the
resonance frequency (rf: radio frequency u) of nucleus is applied to a sample sub-
stance by applying an alternating current to a tank circuit coil in which the sample
substance is inserted. The static susceptibility is a response of the static magnetic
field, like that, the complex susceptibility is yielded by the oscillating magnetic field
which is expressed by a complex manner. Then, the complex susceptibility has a
real part and an imaginary part. When the resonance occurs, we have an oscillating
NMR signals. We can treat the signal as a complex expression, that is, absorption
signals (inphase signals or real signals) and dispersion signals (quadrature signals or
imaginary signals). The absorption signal is proportional to the imaginary part of
the complex susceptibility and the dispersion signal is proportional to the real part.
Therefore, we have two kinds of NMR signals which are described as a function
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of. a. From theoretical considerations about the complex susceptibility, there are
relations between the real and imaginary parts. By using these rela,tions, we can
obtain the static susceptibility of the sample. The area of absorption signals (the
peak area in the spectrum) is proportional to an integration of the imaginary part of
the complex susceptibility related to polarization and which is directly proportional
to static susceptibility.
- 
2.3.L Magnetization 
-
When I is 7f 2, the magnetization of the polarized target is
M(7, Ho) : ltnn* - ltnn- : lthN pn(T,IIn) (2.14)22Z
A paramagnetic substance which has N nuclei in a unit volume can be magnetized
by the static magnetic filed 110. We have a magnetization AI(7,110) as
ν (T,Jf。)=χoJfo, (2.15)
Where 1s is the static susceptibility of the substance in a unit volume. 16 for the
proton can bc writtcn in tcrms of thc polarization P77 as
胸=響らに励 (2.lo
This is called Langevin paramagnetic equation. Under high temperature approxi-
mation, tanh(lfiHsl2kBT) 
= thHsl2kBT, we obtain
1r'N!+:!?Vn erT)l'o: 2gu 2k"T: n k"7 ''
This equation is the famous Curry's law. For deuteron with 1 : 1, the magnetization
II(7, F/o) ir given as
II(7. Ho) : lfin+ 
- 
'yhn- : lfiN Pn(7, Ho).
In this c&s€, l0 can be written by the polarization Pp as
\, 
-- 
llrl/ PD(r. Ho).
nO
Under high temperature approximation, we obtain the following equation,
(2.1助
解・1鋤
4,tanh(lhHsl2kBT)
(2.20)3+tanh(γんFfo/2たBT)2
%:γんJfO/2たBT
1(7ん)
χ°=百
蕨
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Then we have
(2.21)
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- 
2.3.2 Bloch equation
When a rotating field f/r with r,.,, frequency is applied in the r 
- 
y plane perpen-
dicular to Hs, the Bloch cquations in thc rotating frame arc writtcn as
学 ―γ埼′島+与計 ,
Y" : +tII,,H'n-Yごι
d″y′
=十γ■ち′馬 ―竿T2'
= ―α(Af.―づγAf。〃1/α)
χ r
千  = +γ(■ち′〃+γ 1-比′馬)+:ギdt T2'
where Mo: M(T,t/6) and denoting H:+(u"11)bv H'o We define /l/.,' as AI,,l'i,ll[r,,
then,
争 =―・4α+η・,蛇喜hКα=発｀十弼
争 =―く4-勾iム〃ノ→
α(Af.―をγAf。〃1/α)
ごι
X[+-4MsH1 : Ae-o'.
Therefore, we obtain
AI+ : Ae-ot 
- 
l'A[oH" 
'llT, + 4H'o'
If w'e neglect the transient term and substitute Mo: XoHo, and define ao:1Ho,
dr: u), we gel
^ 
r il llIsH 1rvt+ 
rlT2 + 'rlH'o'
Then,
L[,, : yoroTr-$-!\-, Hr, 12.2J)r+\{rrs-a)'1;
xIo, : xrrnTr, 
* @I r)ryHr. (2.24)
\Alhen the rotating frame (r',A') converts to the laboratory frame (r,A), we obtain
M,(t) : IV[,, cos(c"'f) + Ma' sin(r,,'l) . (2-25)
If we write the magnetic field as being a linear filed,
H,(t) : H,ocos(r,,'l), 2H1: H,s (2.26)
(2.22)
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then we see that both■4″′and Aち′are proportiOnal to夏″O and we can write
A亀(ι)=(χ′(ω)COS ωι tt χ
″
(ω)sin ωι)″τo,       (2.27)
deinning the quantities χ′(ω)and χ″(ω)・ By using(2.25)and(2.26),we get
わ =讐的・      0劉
(2.2の
It is convenient to regard both M,(t) and t1"(i) as the real parts of complex functions
ttff (t) and Hl (t). Then, the compex susceptibility 1 is obtained as
ノ0=讐吻Ъ
χ(ω)=χ′(ω)一
'χ
″
(ω),
イ←)=島。cわ′,
M2(ι)= χ(ω)=∫(l)
= (χ′(ω)一
`χ
″
(ω))″。Ctω'
By writing as
we find
(2.3o
o.31)
(2.32)
(2.3鋤
(2.35)
(2.36)
: (X'(r) 
- 
iy" (u)) H 
"s 
(cos ul * i sin c,.'t) (2.34)
: 0'@) cosat + X" (r) sinat)H,s
+i,(y'@) sin ul + X" (r) cosut)H,0.
Then,we see again(2.26)as
Aち(1)=RCχ′ィf(ι)=(χ′(ω)COS ωι+χ″(ω)sin ωι)″τO    (2.37)
The integral of χ″is essentially the area under the absorptiOn curve.
ヽヽ「hen、ve perform the NNIR Ineasurement、vith continuousvav  ヽ
- 
2.3.3 Detection of the NMR signal 
-
If a coil with a inductance Ze filled with a material of susceptibility 1, the induc-
tance is increased to
L(u) : ro(1 + 4rqy@)), (2.38)
where 4 is a quantity of "filling factor" and is less than 1.
Denoting the coil resistance in the absence of a sample as .rRe, the coil impedance
Z becomes
Z(r) : iLyu(r+4nny@)) +Ru
: iLsa(I * 4nqy'(u) 
- 
i4nr:y" @)) + Rn
: iLsa(I -t 4nqy'(a)) + 4nLoanx" (a) f Ro.
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The real part of the susceptibility 1' therefore changes the inductance, whereas
the imaginary part 1" modifies the resistance. The fractional change in resistance
6RlRo is given as
(2.3e)
rvhere we introduce the quality factor Q, typically in the range of 50 to 100 for NN4R
coils.
AR Lout , ,,,
";t 
: 
fr4nryr" (o) : JnrlQv"Q:).
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Section 3.1
Cryogenic and magnet systems
The polarized HD systerrr corrsists of five refi'igerators called SC, TC1, DRS, TC2
and IBC (see Fig. 3.1 ). The three cryostats SC, TC1, TC2 are liquid-aHe cryostats
used during the transportation of the HD target. The SC and the TC1 cryostats
were donated by France ORSAY group to us after the end of their project. The
production of the polarized HD target is simply explained as follows.:
1. At RCNP, pure HD gas with the amount of 1 mole is produced by using the
HD gas distillator.
2. The HD gas is solidified at the Storage Cryostat (SC), and the polarization of
the reference HD is measured in the SC.
3. Another aHe refrigerator called Tlansfer Cryostat 1 (TCl) allows us to move
the solid HD target from the SC to the Dilution Refrigerator System (DRS)
by keeping the HD target at 4 K.
4. The polarization of the solid HD is grown and is frozen by aging at B:I7 Tesla
and at T:14 mK in DRS.
5. The polarized HD target is transferred from the dilution refrigerator (DRS)
to the SC by using the TC1.
6. The polarization of the HD target is measured in the SC.
7. The SC is transported to SPring-8/LEPS by a truck.
8. At SPring-8/LEPS, the polarized HD is transferred from the SC to a dilution
refrigerator, called "In-Beam Cryostat" (IBC) by using the last aHe refrigera-
tor called "Transfer Cryostat 2" (TC2).
All polarization measurements are performed by using the SC. The flow chart of
the target transportation is shown in Fig. 3.1. The IBC will be operated under the
CHAPTER 3. EQUIPMENTS
condition with a magnetic field of 1 Tesla and a temperature of 300 mK during the
physics experiment for a few months.
Figure 3.1: The flow chart of target transportation.
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Sect:on 3.2
Distillator
The purity of commercial HD gas is about 96%. The main contaminations are
H2 Q%) and D2 (2%). Distillator purifies the HD gas up ro gg.99% in order to
optimize the amount of impurities. There are packings called "Helipack" inside
the distiller. Temperature gradient is realized by cooling the top and heating the
bottom of the distiller. Heat exchange between gas and liquid takes place on the
packings. A low-boiling clcment is vaporizcd and extractcd from the top of thc
distillcr. Thc diffcrcnce of the boiling points of HD, H2 and D2 cnablcs for thc HD
gas to bc scparatcd from the othcrs. Thc conccntration of H2 and D2 is mcasurcd
by a quadrupolc mass spectromctcr. [58]
Figure 3.2: Photograph of distiller for HD gas
Section 3.3
Storage Cryostat (SC)
Thc Storage Cryostat (SC) is used for producing thc soild HD and for holding
the polarized HD target on the way of the transportation from RCNP to SPring-8.
The cryostat (SC) is fabricated by Oxford, and consists of a stock cryogenic system
with vacuum-cooler in a liquid helium bath with a standard liquid nitrogen space
arrd shield. It corrtaius a custorn-built irnert which holds the target arrd the NNIR
coil-frame. The SC is transported to SPring-S/LEPS by using a truck. The SC has
an evaporative liquid-He refrigerator system with a lowest temperature of 1.2 I{ and
with a superconducting magnet with the highest magnetic field of 2.5 Tesla. During
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the transportation of polarized HD target, the power supply for a vacuum pomp
and instruments is supplied from a 12 V battery. The SC is also used to solidify the
HD gas and to measure the polarization of the reference HD.
Figure 3.3: The photo picture of the Storage Cryostat (SC)
Section 3.4
Dilution Refrigerator System (DRS)
Thc DRS is to polarizc thc HD targct for thc first stagc at RCNP. Wc prcparcd
a vcrtical holc, whcrc thc dilution refrigcrator (DR) and a dcwar wcrc installcd.
Thc dcpth of thc holc is 5.5 m. Thc diamctcr of thc hole is 1.6 m. A support
framc for thc DR and the dcwar was constructcd to rcmovc vibrations for avoiding
the temperature increase of the target. We installed the DR, fabricated by Leiden
Cryogenics, with a cooling power of 2500W at 720 mK and a lowest temperature of
6 mK (see Fig. 3.6). Figure 3.4 shows the photographs of the dilution refrigerator
utrit.
The dilution refrigerator is controlled by a gas-handling system, coupled to each
other by flexible stainless-steel lines, cables for the valves and gauges fitted to the
insert (see Figure 3.4). The 3He and aHe mixture gas is circulated by means of two
42
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Figure 3.4: Photograph of the clilutiort refrigerator unit
turbo-rnolec'ular drag-punps backed b1' a dry rotar)' pump. A tulbo-drag pulnp is
used for the evacuation of the IVC (Inner Vac'uum Charnber).
The dilution refrigerator unit of the DRS series is screwed to the rernovable 1K
pot. The still is fitted with a capacitance level gauge. a heater and a 10 kW Rr.rO2
resistance therrnorneter. All are plac'ed inside the liquid. The ternperature of the
1I( pot (which is a part of the insert) is measured with a similar thet'notneter. The
mixinpg charnber is fitted with a Speer 100 \V thennometer that has beett sliced and
iuserted into a special ('opper holrler, together with small capacitance filters. A 1K
pot is attachcd to the bottom flange of the insert witli a l{apton o-ring. It c'ontains
two copper-spiral heat exchangers fbr prec'ooling and c'ondensing the mixture. As
shou'n in Fig. 3.5, the 1He liquid is fed to the 1 K pot via tu'o lines. One goes directlt'
to lHe bath, rvith a high impedanc'e. The other goes through a trypass mi<'ro-valve
placed at the top of the insert and has a lower inipedance. The high impedan(e one
is used in normal clperation while the lorn'impedauce r-rne is used cluring cottdensatiott
or at the highest t'irc:ulation rates. The inlet ports fol the 1I( pot trre pla<ed on tlie
bottorn flange of the insert (4 I{ flange), aud are fitted with removable filters. The
clilutiorr refrigerator unit is screu'ed to the 1 K pot bl' rneans of a flexible lrellou,s
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Figure 3.5: Detailed flowchart of the 3He-4He gas circulation system
and flange fitted with a Kapton o-ring. It is also screwed to the 50 mm central hole
of the 1 K pot but without sealing rings. The unit consists of a still, a cold-plate and
a mixing chamber plus a series of heat exchangers. The mixing chamber is made
of an upper part of stainless steel and a bottom part of gold-plated copper where
a number of samples can be fastened. The still is made completely of stainless
steel with a flange where a silver-plated copper shield is attached. A cold-plate
(CP) at a temperature of around 60 mK is fitted between the still and the mixing
chamber (MC) for thermal anchoring. The unit has a tube-in-tube continuous heat
exchanger (HE) followed by a silver HE, before the 60 mK plate, and a continuous
silver HE between the cold-plate and the I\{C. The still and CP radiation shields are
cylindrical, but tails can be optionally added.
Sect:on 3.5
'' llr, rap,rr
iliring chambo
\ Vacuum
17 T Superconducting magnet
Figurc. 3.7 shows thc supcrconducting magnct for making thc polarization of HD.
Thc magnct gcncratcs a high magnctic ficld of 17 Tesla in the rcgion of 7 cm in
diameter. The polarized HD target, which is located at the inside of the DRS,
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Figure 3.6: N'leasured cooling power of dilution refrigerator
is placcd at thc ccntcr of thc magnct. Thc magnct has a structurc in which thc
magnctic ficld docs not makc a spin rcvcrscd. In thc casc of a normal solcnoid
coil, a gcncratcd magnctic ficld of thc solcnoid coil cross ovcr 0 Tcsla at thc cdgc
of thc coil. Thc magnctic ficld makcs a spin rcvcrsc and induccs dcpolarization
of thc polarizcd targct whcn the polarizcd HD targct is cxtractcd. Thc 17 Tcsla
superconducting magnet has a null coil which generates a weak magnetic filed to
prevent the depolarization of polarized target.
The super conducting magnet is fabricated by Japan Superconductor Technology
Inc. (JASTEC) in Japan. A superconducting wire employed is Nb3Sn (Niobium Tin)
conductors of which critical temperature is 18 K manufactured by the bronze process.
The wire is reinforced by Ta (Tantalurn) located in the center to fit special needs of
high enough in strength, stable in time and uniform in space. The first two points
depend on two fundamental characteristics of the applied superconducting wires,
that is a high limited current and a high limited temperature in a high magnetic field.
N{oreover, the magnetic force on the wire increases with iucreasing the magnetic
field. Therefore, an improvernent of mechanical properties of the wire is required for
generating a high magnetic field. The wire is rolled to aluminum bobbin with a high
tension for preventing a small space movement of the wire. The small movement
induces the quenching when a high electrical current is applied to the wire. The
wire is fixed to the bobbin by epoxy. A high magnetic field of 17 T is achieved after
these processes.
A high magnetic. field induces heat-up of the mixing chamber and the cold finger
which are placed upper of the target. The magnetic field induces the eddy current
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of the 17 Tesla superconductor magnet
\
in the conductive metal inside the superconducting magnet. In the region of the
mixing chamber of the DRS, the magnetic field has to be kept under 400 gauss.
Figure 3.8 shows the measured magnetic field of the superconducting magnet.
The measurement is performed along with the vertical axis of the solenoid coil. The
dotted points are the measured value. The curve shows that the agreement between
the designed values and the measurements are good. The measured value is in
agreement with the designed value with the accuracy less than 10-4. This magnetic
field is sufficient for the NMR measurement to obtain the polarization of the HD
target.
Table 3.1: The parameters of the superconducting magnet.
Nolninal current at 17 T 1 271.8A
Ramp-up timc (0 + 17 T) | 20 min
Ficld homOgcncity(△/B)1 10~5
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Figure 3.8: The magnetic field distribution along the central axis of the 17 Tesla
superconducting magnet. The measurement is performed along the vertical axis of
the solcnoid coil. Thc dotted points are the measurcd values. The upper panels
shows the distribution of thc magnetic ficld in the rcgion of thc vertical axis z from
-80 mm to *80 mm. Thc lower panels showsthc distribution of the magnetic field in
thc rcgion of thevcrtical axis z from -200 mm to *1200 mm. Thc z:0 mm position
indicates the center of the target cell
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Section 3.6
Transfer Cryostat 1(TC1) and (TC2)
After completing the polarization.process, the HD target is extracted from the
DRS. The Tlansfer Cryostat (TC) is used for transferring the polarized HD target
from one cryostat dewar to another. The TC1 are provided by France IPN Orsay
in 2006 and is mainly used for moving the HD target between the DRS and the SC.
Figure 3.9 shows the photographs of the TC1 and TC2. The TCI has the three-
layer structure which consists of LN2 layer, magnet layer and target layer. In each
Iayer, Iiquid N2 or liquid He is stored. The LN2 layer is cooled by liquid nitrogen, and
shields the radiation heat to the inner layer from the outer layer. The magnet layer
has a superconducting magnet and is cooled down by liquid-He. The superconduct-
ing magnet generates a magnetic field of 0.1 Tesla, and hold the target polarization
during a transfer process. The target Iayer has a set-in structure at the end, and
is used to extract the target cell which is placed in the DRS or the SC. The target
cell is hold in the DRS and the SC with a right hand thread structure. When the
target cell is extracted from the DRS, the target layer extends to the tip of the cold
finger in the DRS 3.5 meter away. The target cell is removed by screwing left hand,
and is extracted with a temperature of 4.2 K and of rnagnetic field of 0.5 Tesla. The
Tratrsfcr Cryostat 2 ('ICz) is mainly uscd for moving thc targct from thc SC to thc
IBC in SPring-8. Thc shicld laycr and magnct laycr arc coolcd down by thc 4.2 K
rcfrigcrator. Thc targct laycr is coolcd down by liquid-Hc. Thc TC2 allows us to
opcratc with a lying position.
Figure 3.9: Photographs of the TC1 (left) and TC2 (right). The TC1 is used for
moving the target from the DRS to the SC. The TC2 is used for moving the target
from the SC to the IBC.
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Sect:on 3.7
In Beam Cryostat (IBC)
Figure 3.10: Left:schematic drawing of the In Beam Cryostat (IBC) used during
the experiment. Right: Photograph of tlie IBC
Thc In Bcam Cryostat (IBC) is uscd to cool thc targct and to rotatc thc spin
dircction during thc cxpcrimcnt at SPring-8. Figurc 3.10 shows thc pcrspcctivc
drawing thc rcal picturc of thc IBC. Thc IBC mainly consists of a 3Hc-4Hc dilution
rcfrigcrator with a supcrconducting magnct. Thc dilution rcfrigct'ator part in thc
IBC is saved by a liquid nitrogen shield and has a heliurn refrigeration condenser
to minirnize evaporation. The cooling power of dilution refrigerator is 1000 pW at
350 mI(. The attainable temperature is as low as 250 mK. The maguetic field to
hold the polarization of the HD target is 1 Tesla. The superconducting uragnet is
a Helurholtz coil, which is set up alound the polarized target for rotating the spin
direc'tion. The hornogeneitv of the longitudinal rnagnetic field is 7x10-a in the HD
target region. Tlie polarization of the HD target is observed during the experiment
by usiug an N\lR system. The polarized HD target is inserted to the IBC by using
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the TC2.
The IBC is installed just in front of the LEPS spectrometer as shown in Fig. 8.11.
The gas circulation system and compressor are installed in the BLg3LEp hutch and
the control unit is placed outside the hutch. When the HD target is transferred from
the TC2 to the IBC, the IBC is moved to the inside of the experimental hutch.
恥 e面にttal hu"h
?
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?
_  li、  「 オ
Figure 3.11:The IBC installed infront Of standard LEPS magnetic spectrOmeter.
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Section 3.8
NMR polarimeter
| 
- 
3.8.1 NMR principle Ir__l
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NN{R) is a physical resonance phenornenon involving
the observation of rnaguetic properties of an atomic nucleus in the presence of an
applied external magnetic-field. AII nuclei with odd nurnbers of protons and neu-
trons have an intrinsic magnetic moment and angular momentum. A large static
rnagnetic field breaks the energv degeneracv betn'een the nuc'lear Zeeman levels.
The trarrsitions betrveen the split Zeernan levels are induced by a RF fie'ld applied
perpendicular to the static magnetic field. The energy absorbed or emitted is pro-
portional to the difference in the populations of the magnetic sub-states. Hence.
the N\'{R signal is proportional to the polarization of the target material. The RF
frequency required, known as the Larmor frequency, is deterrnined by the g1'romag-
netic ratio of the nuclei of interest and the strength of the static magnetic field. Irr
practice, the frequency response is broadened bt. small variations in the local mag-
netic field. However. the NNIR resonance in a natrow frequency band is centered
around tlie Larmor frequencr'. because the local magnetic field is normalll' u,'eaker
than the applied N\lR field.
The net absorption or emissir-rn of electromagnetic radiation by the nuc'lear spin
system can be rnodeled macroscopically as the imaginary component of complex
rnagnetic susceptibility, \(r) : f'(o) 
- 
iX"(r), where the real part represerrts the
absorption part and the imaginary part represents the dispersion part. The r,'ector
polarization P can be written as
u'hic'h fbrrns the basis that the
signal area.
(31)
by obtaining the NRIR
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- 
3.8.2 NMR hardware and software 
-
The single coil method is used for both transmitter and receiver coils. When the
single coil is used, one should construct an electronic circuit so that the RF signal
from a transmitter does not mix with a signal from a receiver. Therefore, we use a
cancellation circuit which is proposed by Jefferey and Armstrong [59]. FigureS.I2
shows a diagram of the cancellation circuit, the picture of the cancellation circuit
and a Q curve response. The cancellation circuit can cancel a signal with a selected
frequency. When a receiver coil receives the signal, the signals come from transmit-
ter. However, the input signal is canceled easily by using a cancellation circuit. The
rcsponding NN,IR signal can pass through the circuit, and is dctcctcd as an output
signal in thc NMR mcasurcmcnt. Evcn if a canccllation circuit is crnploycd, thc
frcqucncy swccping will producc uncxpcctcd noisc.
Figure 3.12: (a) The diagram of cancellation circuit. (b) The photograph of cancel-
lation circuit. (c) The Q curve response.
175Ω～ 18(p
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Figure 3.13: (a) The PCTFE coil supporter *itt u coil. The turn number of both
the transmitter and receiver coils is 50. (b) The PCTFE coil supporter with the
target cell. (c) The schematic drawing of the single coil.
Phase correction is performed by using the phase shifter in a lock-in amplifier,
and is aligned the phase of the reference signal and, measuring signal. In the lock-
in amplifier, reference and measuring signals are multiplied and integrated. If two
signals have the satne frequency, one can get the arnplitude of the siglral. If the
frequency of two signals are different, signal vanishes. Thus, we extract the small
signal with a fixed frequency embedded in the large noise. Figure 3.13 shows the
photographs of the NMR coil supporter, and the schematic drawing of the coil.
Figure 3.14 is a diagram of the whole circuit for the NMR measurement.
Signal
Figure 3.14: The signal flow of the single coil method for NMR.
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Chapter 4
\\'e carried out an experiment to polarize the HD target for the first tirne at RCNP
in the period from the end of 2008 to 2009. The main purpose of this experiment
was to r]reasure the polarization degree and the relaxation time fi of the HD target.
Section 4.1
Experimental setup and mea^surement
The HD gas was purified by the distiller before filling to the target cell. Firstll'.
the H reference signal \ ras measured at 1 Tesla .and 4.2 K without HD. And then
the distilled HD gas \vas poured in the DRS via a 7f 16" stainless tube. The con-
centrations and amount of HD gas are shown in table 4.1. The HD was solidified
arrd the H reference signal \vas measured at 1 Tesla and 4.2 K u'ith HD again. The
N\lR signal of HD is obtained from the difference between measured signals without
HD and rvith HD. The obtained NNIR signal of HD is used as a calibration signal
at 1 Tesla at 4.2 K to determine the equilibrium polarization of the target. The
equilibrirrnr polarization of 0.024% is given bv using the follorn'ing ecluation.
ら =tanh(世争 )=tanh(
The produced HD target rn'as continuously' cooled at 15 mK and at 17 T. The
polarization of HD \ ras gro\ rn and rn'as frozen after a long aging time. After 53 days,
\\'e measured NNIR signals of the HD target. To evaluate the relaxation time of
h1'drogen, rn'e continued to measure NNIR signals for 20 davs.
Figure 4.1 shorvs the N\{R spectra of the HD target and cell. The H(hvdrogen)
peak and the F(fluorine) peak were confirmed in the NNIR spectrum. Figure a.1(a)
Table 4.1: The concentrations and arnount of the HD gas poured in the c'ell inside
the DRS.
279×10~26.1
)=0.024%.(4.1)1.38×10~23.4.2
conccntrations
iH2]  [HD]  [D2]amount
1.26% 97.66% 207% 0 68 111ol
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shows the NMR spectra without HD for evaluation of background signal. The NN'IR
signals of hydrogen and fluorine are observed in the spectra. The NMR signal of
hydrogen seems to arise from grease and enamel wire. The NNIR signal of fluorine
arises from the coil-frame and cell made by PCTFE(KeI-F). Figure 4.1(b) shows
the NNIR signal with HD for evaluation of calibration signal. The NMR signal of
hydrogen mixes signals from HD, grease and enamel. Figure a.1(c) shows the first
NNIR signal of HD target with frozen polatization after Iong aging. A temperature
is increased to 300 mK from 14 mK.
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Figure 4.1: Measured NMR spectra at 4.2 K without HD,4.2 K with HD and 300mK
with HD after the aging. (a) the NI\'IR spectrum obtained at 4.2 K without the HD
target. (b) the NMR spectrum obtained at 4.2 K with the HD target. (c) the NN'IR
spectrum of frozen polarization of hydrogen in the HD target at 300 mK after long
aging . These NMR spectra are obtained by using the magnetic field sweep method
at a frequency of 
-48.4 MHz.
Fig. 4.2 shows the obtained NI\IR spectra of hydrogen and fluorine after the aging
tirne of 53 days. The peak shape for hydrogen and fluorine were distorted. The
distortion of the NMR spectra seems to arise from a inhomogeneity of magnetic
field. This problem is discussed in the next section 4.6.
Figure 4.2: Distorted NMR spectra of hvdrogen and fluorine. The NMR signal of
hydrogen is distorted. The NMR signal of fluorine also seems to be distorted.
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NMR measurement of D
In the NMR, measurement for hydrogen in the HD, the NMR, spectra of deuteron
were also obtained. Figure. 4.3 shows the measured NMR spectrum of deuteron. A
degree of distortion seems to be bigger than those for hydrogen and fluorine.
035
0.34
0
0
Deuteron
Upward
031
03
027
026
0    50   100  150  200  250  300  350  400    ,
Figure 4.3: Obtained NNIR spectruln of deuteron. The NⅣIR peak or deuteron is
ヽmore distorted                             ヽ
Decay of polarized signal
To estimate the relaxation time of hydrogen in the HD target, we continued
to measure the NMR spectra. Figure. 4.4 shows the measured NMR spectra of
hydrogen and fluorine. It is quitc intcresting to havc observed the fact that the
polarization of fluorine decreased quickly, while that of hydrogen was maintained
for a long tinre. The rneasurernent process was continued for 20 days after tlie
aging.
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Section 4.2
T-r t' f 1rreparatrron Ior analysls
- 
4.2.1 Smoothing magnetic field data 
-
The NMR spectra are obtained by using the magnetic sweep method. When we
sweep the magnetic field, we obtain an output signal strength as a function of the
magnetic field strength of the superconducting magnet. Although the output signal
passed through an AC filter, a fluctuation of signal remains. Figure 4.5 shows the
fluctuation of magnetic field around the N\IR resonance of hydrogen and a deviation.
In the NMR measurernent, the magnetic field is swept upward or downward with
the fluctuation as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). The deviatiou is shown in Fig. 4.5(b).
A standard deviation of this fluctuation is 0.2 mTesla and equal to 
-0.27a of the
strength of the magnetic field. The deviation is big compared with the width of the
NNIR spectra. The deviation is considered to be due to the actual magnetic field or
due to the circuit noise.
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Figure 4.5: The fluctuation of magnetic field during the NMR measurement. (u)
The fluctuation of magnetic field. (b) The deviation of magnetic field.
Figure 4.6 shows the obtained magnetic field data as a function of ideal magnetic
field. The upper and bottom panels in Fig. 4.6 show the NMR spectra for hydrogen
and fluorine, respectively. The data points of the NMR spectra in Fig. a.6(a-1)
and (a-2), which are ordered along the magnetic field, swing in response to the
fluctuation of the magnetic field like Brown motion. On the other hand, the data
(a)
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points of the NN,IR spectra in Fig. 4.6(b-1) and (b-2), which are ordered along the
sequence number. If it is assumed that the actual magnetic field are fluctuated, the
N\'IR data points shift to correspond to the fluctuation of the magnetic field. We
consider that the actual magnetic field did not fluctuate but that the output signal
from the power supply fluctuates. The output signal is obtained through a shunt
register. The observed fluctuation maybe owe to a temperature fluctuation of the
shunt register. For analysis, the obtained magnetic field have to be reassembled.
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the plotted the NMR spectrum as a function of the
obtaincd magnctic filcd (a-1),(a-2) and as a function of thc scqucncc numbcr (a-
1),(a-2) in rcal timc.
Since the width of NMR resonance is very llarrow? the smoothing procedure of
the magnetic field is beneficial in evaluating the NMR strength. We reassembled
tlre rnagnetic field by polynomial fitting to the obtained tnagnetic field. Figure 4.7
shows the NN{R spectra before and after the smoothing procedure of the magnetic
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Figure 4.7: NN{R spectra with/without the smoothing procedure of the obtained
magnetic field.
- 
4.2.2 Phase adjustment 
-
In practice, in a real NI\,IR measurement, a phase correction is applied to either
the time or frequency domain spectra to obtain an absorption spectrum as the real
output. Phase correction is performed by the phase shifter in lock-in amplifier and
is to align the phase of the calibration signal and measured signal. If the phases
between the measuring signal and reference signal in lock-in amplifier are different,
the value obtained is f, sin d + Q"cos / (f, is the inphase component and equivalent
to X"; 8, is the quadrature component and is equivalent to X'; / is the difference of
the phase). These value be able to re-coordinated as follows,
(&)=(
We adjusted the phase in the lock-in amplifier when we got the signal. But that
is just roughly adjusted by eyes. Figure 4.8 shows the examples of spectra with a
good phase and a bad phase. The phase was adjusted in the measurement of NNIR
in the real time operation. However for a small NI\IR spectrum with a bad S/N
ratio, the phase adjustment was difficult. In this case, the phase was re-adjusted in
the analysis.
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Figure 4.9: The NMR spectra obtained by sweeping the magnetic fields in the
upward and downward directions.
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Figure 4.8:The NMR spectra with/withOut the phase conversion.
- 
4.2.3 Position adjustment 
-
Although the magnetic field was smoothed, a position of the N\{R peaks is shifted
due to the hysteresis of supercorrducting rtragtret. The degree of shift differs betweett
a upward and downward of the magnetic field. The difference of the center of the
N\,'IR peaks is 23 mTesla between the upward and downward. When we sweep
the magnetic field in the same direction, the difference of the peak positions in
the hydrogen NMR spectrum is 0.17 mTesla. We find the highest peak position
by Gaussian fitting in the NN,{R spectrum, and shift the data points horizontally
by adjusting the data point to the values expected from the theoretical resonance
magnetic field.
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Section 4.3
Analysis of NMR spectrum
- 
4.3.1 Analysis of background signal of hydrogen 
-
In this analysis, we evaluate the background due to h1'drogen included in grease
and enamel wire. We measured a NMR spectrurn at 4.2 K rvithout the HD befbre
pouring the HD gas to cell in the DRS. rrVe corrsidered that there rvas heliurn gas
around the coil and a ternperature of the HD rn'as constant by heat exchange betu.een
outer liquid He and target via helium gas. Cornrnon parameters for measurement
are listed in Table 4.2. Since the resonance frequency of h1'drogen is 42.578 \IHz,
a resonanc'e is calculated to locate at the position u'here the magnetic' filed is 1.136
Tesla. The magnetic field u,as swept frorn 17.1 A to 19.9 A, rvhic'h rvas equivalent
from 1.08 Tesla to 7.22 Tesla. Data were acquired with a speed of 80000 samples per
sec,ond. The acquired data was averaged every 5000 samples on tirne and recorded.
Accordingll', an acquisition speed was the 40 data point/sec. The srveep speed was
300 A/1000 min. It took 9.3 min to raise up the rnagnetic field from 17.1 A to 19.9
A. In the N\IR data, the data-taking time and the magnetic' field were recorded in
the real-time. A peak height and FWHM after the phase adjustment is obtained
b1' using the polynomial function and n'ith Gaussian fitting. Table -1.3 sho'*'s the
analvsis result of the measured NMR spectra rvith the analyzed filename. The NNIR
spectra were rneasured at 4.2K u'ithout the HD target are shou,n in Fig.4.10.
Table ,1.2: Common par-ameters for the data set n'ithout t,he HD at 4.2 K.
Frequencv
48.373 \tHz
Sweep region
17.1 A<+19.9 A
Su,eep speed
No.10 (300 A/1000 min)
Level
-8 dbm
phase
0
filtcr slopc
24 dBloct
Timc constant
I lllS
Scnsitivitl'
1 rnVrms l10V
ratc
80.000k
samplc
5.000k
These 10 spectra are sulnmed up to make one spectrum. Figure 4.11 shows thc
summed NNIR spectra. Thlee lines are drau'n in the figure. "All" is the summed
N\lR spectra fol all clata. "Upward" is the surnrnecl NNIR spectra for data taketr
rvith the upwalcl srveeping of the nragnetic field. "Back',,r,arcl" is the summed NNIR
spcc'tra for data taken rn'ith the dou'nward srn'eeping of the magnetic field. Off set
is remol'ed bv fitting for- cornparison of"All''. "lJpward" and "Drxvnu'ard''. There
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Figure 4.10: The NMR spectra obtained at 4.2 K without the HD target. The
position of the magnetic field and the phase is adjusted. The N\lR spectra
h03,h05,h07,h09 and hl1 runs are obtained at upward of the rnagnetic field. The
NNIR spectra h04,h06,h08,h10 and h12 r6rjrs are obtained at downward of the mag-
netic field.
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Table 4.3: Analysis result of the NMR spectra obtained at 4.2 K without the HD
target.
File
name
Direction Sampling speed Phase
[degree]
Height
iμV]
Center
[Tesla]
F VヽHNI
im■d司S/S S/mTesla mTesla/s
h03
h04
h05
h06
h07
h08
h09
h10
hll
h12
Upward
Downward
Upward
Downward
Upward
Downward
Upward
Downward
Upward
Downward
15.96
15.96
15.97
15,97
15.97
14.80
15.97
15.97
15.97
15。97
41.4
43.23
41.68
42.80
41.96
42.65
41.72
42.28
41.82
42.26
0.385
0.369
0.383
0.373
0.380
0.347
0.382
0.377
0.3820
0.378
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
0.57
0.61
0.69
0.69
0.60
0.74
0.60
0.48
0.62
0.55
1.13989
1.12976
1.13959
1.12999
1.13965
1.12968
1.13966
1.12963
1.13949
1.12960
1.43
1.41
2.07
2.07
1.42
1.31
1.44
1.18
1.67
1.37
is alurost no differerrce
height is 0.0061. The
mTesla .
0.007
0.006
0.005
0.004
L  O.003
0.002
0.001
0.000
-0.001
-5  -4  -3  …2  ‐1  0   1   2   3   4
Miagnetic fleld△T
Figure 4.11: The summed NMR spectra from h03-h12 measured at 4.2 K without
the HD.
The peak area in the spectra was obtained by various methods for estimating
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FWHM of the peak
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svstematic error. The peak irr the summed N\,{R. spectrurn was fitted by using
a poll'nomial or a linear function fbr estimating the background, and rvas fitted
by using a Gaussian function. This fitting process is necessarv for removing the
background. The peak areas are obtained b)' integration of the NXIR peak after
subtracting the background. Figure 4.12 shows the fitted NNIR spectra. Table.l.:1
shorn s results of the peak areas of the surnmed NMR spectra. The fitting methods
are listed as follou.s:
"All" is a result of the NMR peak area obtained by fitting summed NNIR
spectra for all data using the poll'nomial and Gaussian functions in the region
of .100 points.
"Upward" is a result of the NMR peak area obtained b1 fitting sumrned NNIR
spectra for data taken with the uprn'ard sweeping of the magnetic field using
thc polynornial and Gaussian functions in thc rcgion of -100 points.
"Downward" is a result of the N\IR peak area obtained by fitting surnmed
NNIR spcctra for data takcn rn ith thc downward swccping of thc rnagnctic ficld
using thc poll'nomial and Gaussian functions in thc rcgion of 400 points.
"Lincar" is a rcsult of thc NMR pcak arca obtaincd by fitting surnmccl NIUR.
spectra for all dat,a rrsing the linear and Gaussian firnctions in the region of
-100 points.
"350 points" is a result of
N\{R spectra for all data
region of 350 points.
"300 points" is a result of
N\{R spectra for all data
region of 300 points.
the NNIR peak area obtained by fitting summed
using polynomial and Gaussian func'tions in the
the N\lR peak area obtainecl bv fitting summed
using poll'nomial and Gaussian func'tions in the
Table -1.4: Obtained peak areas in various fittings for data taken at 4.2 K without
the HD tarset.
Fitting
卜fe(hod
All
卜nVI
Up、vard
imVI
Downward
l'.Vl
Linear
IrnV]
Fitting region [nrV]
350 points 300 points
Sumrned area
Statistical error
0283
±0004
0.149
±0003
0.136
±0.003
0.336
±0005
0.288
±0004
0293
±0004
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Figure 4.12: Fitting results of the summed NI\,{R spectra obtained in the hl3-h22
runs at 4.2l< without the HD target.
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- 
4.3.2 Analysis of calibration signal of hydrogen 
-
ln this anall.sis, rn'e evaluate the NN{R spectrurn from HD, grease and enarnel wire.
Thc NNIR spcctrum of only HD is cvaluatcd by subtraction. Thc NN'{R spcctra u,crc
rncasurcd at 4.2 K rn'ith thc HD targct.
Cornmon parameters for measurement are listed in Table 4.5. Table f.6 shorn's the
anall'sis lesult of measured NN{R spectrum with analyzed filename. These spectlum
\\rere removed an off-set. adjusted the phase and positions to take the peak in the
center. The NN'IR spectrum, which were measured at 1.2 K wit,h the HD target.
are shou'n in Fig.4.13. The FWHN{ of the I\MR peak is narrow compared to that
of the NMR peak u,ithout the HD target. The heiglrt of the NI\IR peak is higher
than that of the NN{R peak without the HD target. Next, we summed the adjusted
N\IR spectra for H.
Table.1.5: Common pararneters for data acquired at 4.2K rvith the HD target.
Frequency
48.373 NIHz
S、veep region
17.1 2へぐ→19.5A
Srneep speecl
No.10 (300 A/1000 min)
Level
-8 dbm
phase
0
alter slope
24 dB/oct
Time (:onstant
1ms
Sensitivity
1 mVrms I -17 dBm
rate
80.000k
salnple
5.000k
Table 1.6: Analvsis result of the NNIR sDectra obtainecl at 4.2 K with the HD tarset.
File
nallle
Direction Sampling speed Phase
Idegree]
Height
lμV]
Center
ITesla]
F VヽHλI
S/S S/rnTesla mTesla/s
h13
h14
h15
h16
h17
h18
h19
h20
h21
h22
Up、ヽrard
Do、vn、vard
Up、vard
Downward
Uplvard
Downward
Up、vard
Downward
Upwぽd
Downward
1597
15.98
1596
1598
15.99
15,97
15.96
15.95
15.96
15.98
41.66
41.57
4134
41.87
41.72
41.50
4191
41.69
4191
42.31
0.3833
0.384
0.3861
03816
03831
0.3848
0.381
0.3827
0.3808
03776
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
120.0
1200
120.0
1.21
1.22
124
134
130
1.28
1.28
1.31
1.32
132
114412
1.13439
1.14437
1.13450
1.14415
1.13432
1.14428
1.13436
114442
1.13437
0.97
0.88
1.06
1.03
0.98
097
1.18
108
1.06
1.04
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Figure 4.13: The NMR spectra obtained at 4.2 K without the HD target. The
position of the magnetic field and the phase is adjusted. The N\IR spectra
h13,h15,h17,h19 and h21 runs are obtained at upward of the magnetic field. The
NNIR spectra h14,h16,h18,h20 and h22 runs are obtained at downward of the mag-
-5‐4 -3  -2  ‐1   0   1   2   3  4   5
netic field. 68
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Figure 4.14 shows summed NMR spectrum measured at 4.2 K with the HD target
. The spectrum are sharply-peaked compared with the NMR resonance measured
at 1.2 K without the HD target. It r"'ould appear that a sharply-peaked spectrum of
0.68 mol HD is superimposed in a broadly-peaked spectrum. There is no difference
between "Upward" and "Downward" spectrum. A peak height is 0.013 and FWHI\{
is 0.95 mTesla calculated by Gaussian fitting.
Ail-
Upward
Downward
ミ|
‐0.020
‐5   ‐4   ‐3   -2   -1    0    1    2    3   4   5
lヽagnctic fleld△T
Figurc 4.L4: A summcd NMR spcctra obtaincd in thc h23-h31 runs mcasurcd at
4.2 K with the HD target. The green line shows the NMR spectrum measure under
the condition in which the magnetic field is changed upward. The blue line shows
the NN{R spectrum measured under the condition in which the magnetic field is
changed downward. The red line shows the summed NNIR spectrum.
The summed NN{R spectrum was fitted by polynomial or linear function for the
background and Gaussian function for the NN{R spectrum. The NMR strength
is obtained by integration the NMR spectrum. Figure 4.15 is shown fitted NI\'IR
spectra and statistical information. Table ,1.7 is shown a result of sumrned peak
areas A result of sumtned oeak areas is listed in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Obtained peak areas in various fittings for data taken at 4.2I{ without
the HD target.
0.014
0.012
0.010
0.080
鷺  0.060
0.040
0.020
0.000
All
[mVl
Upward
imV]
Downward
imV]
Linear
imV]
Fitting region [mV]
350 points 300 points
Summed area
Statistical error
0.426
±0.007
0.218
±0.005
0.211
±0.005
0.580
±0.006
0.381
±0.007
0.333
±0.004
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Figure 4.15: Fitting results of the NMR spectra obtained in the h13-h22 runs
nreasured at 4.2 K with the HD target.
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Subtracted NMR spectrum for evaluation of contribution of only HD
We subtract the NMR spectrum at 4.2 K without the HD target from the NN'IR,
spectrurn at 4.2 K with the HD target for evaluating the NN{R strength of contri-
bution of only HD. Figure 4.16 shows the NNIR spectra of obtaiued,l,.2 K u'ithout
the HD target, the spectra of obtained at 4.2 K with the HD target and subtracted
N\{R spectra of them. The width of subtracted NNIR spectra is narrower than NN'IR
spectra of obtained 4.2K without the HD target and NN'IR spectra of obtained 4.2
K with the HD target. We can consider the two meanings. One is that relaxation
time 4 is long and hydrogen molecular in the HD is fixed. The other HD was placed
locally heterogeneous.
﹇?
?
﹈
0.014
0.012
0.010
0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0
-0.002
-0.004
4_2K without HD
4 2 K with HD―――
Subtracted spcctrum ―
-5-4-3-2-1012345
Magnetic field AT [mTesla]
Figure 4.16: NMR spectrum subtracted from the NMR data obtained with the HD
target to the NMR data obtained without the HD target at 4.2 K. Baselines of
the NNIR spectra is set to zero for comparison. The dotted line shows the NN,IR
spcctrum obtaincd al 4.2 K without thc HD targct. Thc dashcd linc shows thc
NMR spcctrum obtaincd at 4.2 K with thc HD targct. Thc bluc (solid) linc shows
thc subtractcd NMR spcctrum.
We evaluate the peak area of subtracted NMR spectrum as shown in Fig. -1.17.
Subtracted NXIR spectrum were fitted bv polynomial and Gaussian functions, re-
spectively. The left panel shows fitting in the region of 400 points. The right panel
shows fitting in the region of 300 points. Teble 4.8 shows the result of calculated
area of NMR resonance. The areas are obtained 0.175t0.007 mV by fitting in the
region of 400 points and 0.153t0.006 mV by fitting in the region of 300 points The
calculated area by fitting in the region of 400 points is Iarger than that of fitting in
the region of 300 points.
??
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Figure 4.17: The fitting results for the subtracted NMR spectra. The left panel
shows the results of fitting with 400 points. The right panel shows the results of
fitting for the region of 300 points.
Table 4.8: Obtained the NMR peak areas in subtracted NMR resonance of the HD.
Fitting region
Subtraction [mV]
400 points 300 points
Sulnlned area 1   0.175   1   0.153
Statistical error l  ±0.007 1  ±0.006
300   350
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- 
4.3.3 Analysis of polarization signal of hydrogen 
-
In this analysis, rne evaluate the polarization of H in the HD using by calibration
signal. Thc NN,IR spcctra wcrc mcasurcd at 300 rnK with thc HD targct aftcr
Iong aging timc. A tcmpcraturc rnas incrcascd to 300 mK frorn 15 mK. Common
parameters for measurement are shou,n in Table 4.9. A peak height and FWHN{ after
t,he phase adjustment are obtained by polynomial function and Gaussian fitting.
Table 4.10 shows the analysis result of measured N\{R spect,rum u.i1h anal)'zed
filename. These spectrum were subtracted a off-set,. adjusted the phase and positions
to take the peak in the center. The NN{R spectra. which \\'ere measured at 300 rnK
u,ith the HD target. are sltorvtr irr Fig. 
'1.18.
Table 4.9: Conrmon palameters for data acquired at 300 mK with the HD target.
Frequency
48.395 λIHz
Sweep region
17.2Aぐ)20.5ノ生
Srn eep speed
No.8 (300 4/200 min)
Level
-8 dbm
phase
0
且lter slope
24 dB/oct
Tirne constant
1ms
Sensitiyitv
10 mVrrns I -47 dBm
rate
80.000k
salnple
O.50k
Table -1.10: Analysis result of the NX,IR spectra obtained at 300 mI( u'ith the HD
target after 53 days .
File
nanle
Direction Sarnpling speed Phase
Idegree]
Height
imV]
Center
ITesla]
F VヽHλI
ImTed司S/S S/mTesla rnTesla/s
h22
h23
h24
h25
h26
h27
h28
h29
h30
h31
Up、vard
Down、vard
Up、vard
Do、vn、vard
Upward
Do、vn、vard
Up、vard
Do、vn、vard
Upward
Downward
15870
158.88
159.11
158.99
15834
159.24
159.56
159.85
159.42
158.79
78.54
83.42
80.08
84.23
80.36
82.89
80.13
8405
78.66
82.90
2.021
1.905
1.987
1.888
1.971
1.923
1991
1.902
2.027
1.916
180.0
180.0
180.0
1800
180.0
180.0
180.0
1800
180.0
180.0
0928
1.10
0.924
1103
0.923
1.080
0.923
1080
0.923
1.080
116325
113920
1.16327
1.13926
1.16327
1.14020
1.16320
1.14023
1.16316
1.14012
0743
.615
0.731
0609
0.728
0.618
0.730
0612
0.746
0.618
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Figure 4.18: The NNIR spectra obtained obtained at 300 mK with the HD target
after 53 days. The N\IR spectra h22,h2,h26,h28 and h30 runs are obtained at
upward of the magnetic field. The NNIR spectra h23,h25,h27,h29 and h31 runs are
obtained at downward of the magnetic field.
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Figure 4.19 shows summed NX,IR spectrum measured at 300 mK with the HD tar-
get. The shape of NMR resonance is difference between "Upward" and "Downward"
spectrum. The NN{R resonance of "Upward" is distorted and the NMR resonance
of "Downward" is not distorted This distortion is due to homogeneity of magnetic
field. This distortion is discussed in the later section. Height ut a f'lVUl'l of NMR
resonance are 10.0 mV and 0.66 mTesla respectively. The area of NMR resonance
is evaluated 419.81+0.02. This NMR spectra was measured at the beginning after
the aging time of 53 days. This time was defined 0 hour. Next, we continued the
NNIR measurement to obtain the relaxation time T1 of. hydrogen in the HD.
12
10
?
﹇?
?
﹈
-2
0
Magnetic field AT
Figure 4.19: Summed NMR spectra obtained in the h23-h31 runs measured at 300
mK with the HD target. The distortion of the NMR spectra is seen in "Upward.
The distortion and difference is considered a cause of inhomogeneity of the magnetic
ficld during a swccp.
-2-3
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Section 4.4
Evaluation of the relaxation time of hydrogen
To evaluate the relaxation tirne of hl drogen, the NN4R spectrum u,as measrued
for two rn'eeks. The NNIR spectra rn'ere taken with 10 spectra as one group data set
and sumrncd at onc mcasurcmcnt. Thc NMR spcctrum is mcasurcd at 1.-1. 17.3,
25.1, 45.4, 66.8. 97.2, 193.0, 265.I, 332.7 hours clapscd aftcr thc aging at 300 mK
rnith 1 Tcsla. Tablc 4.11 shows thc rcsult of summcd arca of thc NNIR spcctra as
a NN{R strcngth with clapscd timc. Hydrogcn backgrounds contributcd from thc
cnamcl wirc of coil and grcasc arc includcd in thc obtaincd arca. Thc rclaxation timc
fi dcpcnds on a tcmpcraturc, a strcngth of magnctic ficld and thc structurc of a
nraterial. A length of relaxation time fi of hydrogen backgrounds is unknorn'n at 300
mK with 1 Tesla. \A-e have to separate the decay of the N\'{R strength contributed
frorn backgrounds and only HD. A contribution of these backglound is evaluated in
fitting to the decay of the N\IR strength.
Table ,1.11: Summed area of the N\,{R spectra rn'ith elapsed time
Elapsed time N\'IR strength Statistical error[-v] [-v]Hours Days
0   1  0  1    419.81           0.02
1.4  1 0058 1    419.89           0.02
17.3 1 072 1    413.75           0.03
251 1 105 1    415.44           0.02
45.4 1 1.89 1    407.60           0.02
66.8 1 2.78 1    403.80           0.02
97.2 1 4.05 1    399.26           0.02
193  1 804 1    387.93           0.03
265.1 1 11.05 1    380.04           0.02
332.7 1 13.86 1    364.45           0.01
To evaluate the relaxation time of only HD, The function /(t) is defirred as follows
∫(オ)=S“C・P(―′/T「C)+S〃DθJP(-1/F¥D)
566: ancl Ssp are the contributions frorn backgrounds and orrly
Z,BG and T,Ht the relaxation time of backgrouncls and only HD.
function /(t) fitted to NN{R. strengths measurcd after the aging
(4 3)
HD. rcspectively.
respectively. The
time as shown in
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Figure 4.20: Fitting to a decay of the NMR strength of hydrogen in HD and back-
ground material. The left panel shows the obtained NMR strength by mV as a
function of elapsed hours. The right panel shows obtained NMR strength by per-
centage as a function of elapsed days. 
r
Fig. 4.20. The left panel shows the N\tIR strength as a function of the elapsed hours.
The right panel shows the rate of decrease of NMR strength. The NMR strength
decays quickly in the early measurement. This reduction is inferred to be due to
the hydrogen background from the coil wire and from the grease. The relaxation
time of the hydrogen in the HD target and background was obtained as listed in
Table 4.12
Table 4.12: Summary of relaxation tirte.
NMR strength
imV]
Relaxation time Tr
Hours Days
Background
HD
5.9±0.02
414.3±0.02
30.0±.02  1.31±0 0
2699±1   112.8±0.1
＼
Section 4.5
Evaluation of polarlzatrcn of hydrogen
Fbom evaluation of relaxation time, the strength of NI\{R resonance was deduced
to be 411.3 mV at the beginning after the aging time of 53 days. Since the back-
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ground ancl calibration signals \vere evaluated previousll,, a polarization of HD was
calculated as listed in Table 4.13. Polarization of hyclrogen in the HD u,as evaluated
by manv rnethorls. The magnetic field was 1.135 Tesla. The calibrating polariza-
tion is calculated 0.0276% at 4.2 K. A sampling speed per magnetic srn'eep speed
(S/nrTesla ) is different between the calibration measurement at 4.'2 K arrd the po-
larization measurement at 300 mK. The sampling speed per magnetic sweep speed
at 4.2I( is -12.2 S/mTesla. The sampling speed per magnetic sweep speed at 300 mK
is 82.5 S/mTesla. 81' taking into account the different factors of sampling speed per
magnetic s\\reep speed, the polarization of the HD target after the aging is calculated
as follorn s,
Evaluated N\IR strensth of HD at 300 mKPolarization :
\\'e obtained the
×0.0276°/c × 舞 .
に→
Calculated N\{R strensth of HD at 4.2 K
polarization of 40.8f 2.3(stat)% fiom the result of the analysis.
Tablc 4.13: Obtaincd pcak arca in thc N\lR spcctrurn in many analyscs.
All lmV]
400 poillts
Upward [mV]
400 points
Downu,'ard frnV]
.100 points
Lincar lmV]
400 points
1)4.2 K lloHD
χ2/ndf)
2)4.2K HD
χ2/ndf)
1)―(2)
χ2/ndf)
0.283±0.004
(0854)
0426±0.007
(6.06)
0.143±0.008
(― )
0149±0.003
(0.518)
0.218±0.005
(1.413)
0.069±0.006
(― )
0.136±0.003
(0.370)
0.0211±0.005
(0.866)
0.075±0.006
(― )
0336±0.005
(1.082)
0.580±.006
(6.06)
0.244±0.008
(― )
Polarized HD
Polarization
414.3±0.2
40.8±2.3%
210.5=LO.2
43.0±3.6%
05.8±0.2
38.7±3.0%
414.3」ヒ0.2
23.9■0.7%
Fitting region [mV Subtraction fnrV]
300 points
(1)4.2 K noHD
(χ
2/ndf)
(2)4.2K HD
(χ
2/ndf)
(1)―(2)
(χ
2/ndf)
0.286±0.004
(0.686)
0386±0.009
(2.81)
0.100±.010
(― )
0.288±0.004
(0.724)
0.381±0.007
(2.lη
0931±0.008
(― )
(― )
(― )
0.175±0.007
(2.31)
(― )
(― )
0.153±0.006
(1.64)
Polarized HD
Polarization
414.3=LO.2
581±5.8%
414.3±0.2
62.7±50%
414.3二LO.2
33.3±1.3%
414.3±0.2
38.2±1.5%
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Section 4.6
Distortion of NMR spectra
The most likely explanation of the distortion of the NMR peak shape obtained at
300 mK is due to the inhomogeneity of the local magnetic field in a superconducting
solcnoid magnct. \\'c rcproduccd thc H- and D-NMR pcak shapcs by thc simulation.
This sirnulation considcrs only thc inhomogcncity of thc local magnctic ficld in a
supcrconducting magnct. Thc inhomogcncity of x and y axis arc not takcn into
account. \AIc wants to show that thc inhomogcncity of thc local magnctic ficld
is strong cnough to distort thc NMR shapc in this scction. Thc most important
point is, "cvcn if thc NMR spcctrum is distortcd by thc inhomogcncity of thc local
magnetic field, the peak area will not be changed.".
There are some questionable points in the simple simulation. First, the target cell
length of HD target is probably not 50 mm. In nornal case, one mole HD is put in
empty cell; if the HD is filled tight, the cell length is 50 mm. In case of HD target,
there is only 0.68 mole HD; therefore the cell length may be only 34 mm if the HD
is filled tight. It is also possible that the HD was not filled tight so that the possible
cell length is from -38 mm to 28 mm. The cell position and cell length are assumed
-5 mm and 50 mm, as shown in Fig. 4.2I. Bfi the simulation result is not locates
in good agreement with the real spectrurn; therefore the chi-square is large. The
"most likely" result is not so trusty.
Cell regions
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Figure 4.21: The simulation for the distortion of NMR spectrum by the inhomo-
geneity of the superconductor magnet. Left:A setup condition of magnetic field and
target position. Right:A simulated NNIR spectrum with a measured one.
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Section 4.7
Discussion about polartzation and relaxation trme
Ip the first production for the polarized HD target, we obtained the polarization
value of 40.812.3 (stat.)% and the relaxation time of 112.8+0.1 (stat.) days. The
obtaincd polarization is lowcr than thc cxpcctcd polarization obtaincd at 1-1 mK
and at 17 Tcsla. Thc LEGS group who has dcvclopcd a polarizcd HD targct in USA
succccclcd to makc thc polarizcd HD targct rn'ith thc polarization of -607c and thc
rclaxation tirnc longcr than onc ycar as listcd in Tablc. 4.14.
Table 4.1.1: The polarization, the relaxation time and the aging time of the po-
larized HD target at RCNP and at LEGS group in USA. lHr], [HD] and [D2] is
concentrations in the HD gas.
RCNP(2009)LEGS(2007)
Polarization
Relaxation tilll■e
Aging tilne
lH2]
[HD]
[D21
40.8±2.3(stat)0/c
l12.8±0.1(Stat)dayS
53 days
l.26%
96.67%
207%
～60%
> l vcar
3 months
O.4%
99.2%
0.4%
- 
4.7.1 Discussion about polarization 
-
The measured polarization of 40.8*2.3% is lower than the expected polarizatiorl
of 84%. Possiblc cxplanations for thc low polarization dcglcc arc as follows.
1. Linearity between the polalization degree and the peak area in the N1\'[R spec-
trum might be bad in case of high polarization.
2. There onlv remain extremel)' small amounts of orthoH2 alld para-D2 compo-
nent in the purified HD gas.
11 the analt'sis of the N\fR spectra. there may be a svstematic error clue to
[1'thogerr backgroutrcl cxcept fol the I{D, arrcl tlue to the dliftirrg of tlre baselirre. Irt
t,he measured N\'lR spectla. there is a background sigtral of hvtlrogen. The hlclrogen
}ackgrourrd except for the HD canre froln the enantel rn'ire and the grease rn'hir-lt was
used for seal bets,een a pipe fot' instzrllation of the HD gas aucl a cell. A width of
80
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the N\IR peak due to the backgrouncl is larger than that of HD. This means that
sources of the background are rn'iclelr-distributed materials. The NN{R strength of
the backgrouncl is larger than that of 1 mol HD. Since the background signal affects
to the systematic error for the polarization of HD, the background is desircd to
rerrove as rnuch as possible.
Suppression of a drift and noise at NMR measurement
A baseline drifts in the measurement of the NNIR spectrum. When a peak in the
NNIR spectrum is detected, the drift and large noise affect the NNIR peak shape.
The N\,{R spectrum is complex function 'n'hich convolves from a Lorentz function
and from the magnetic inhomogeneitv. The function of the NNIR peak shape is
unccrtain. Thc cffcct makcs anah.sis complcx and bccomcs a rnajor contributing to
systcmatic crror. It is important to supprcss a drift atrd noisc for cvalr.tating thc
polarization clcarll'.
IJncertainty of the amount of o-Hz
Extlerrrely srnall arrrourrts of ort,ho-H2 arld pala-D2 corllpouellt irl the purified HD
gas trave a possibility not to grow the polarization of the I{D target. The polarizatiotr
does not grow to the maximum value, if 7r was very long at the beginning. The
HD gas before pouring in the DRS was distilled for 
-30 days. The o-H2 is convert
to the p-H2 in 6.5 days. The concentration of o-H2 decreases to 1/100 for after ilO
davs. The concentration of o-H2 might convert to o-H2 mostly.
- 
4.7.2 Discussion about relaxation time 
-
Tlie polarization of H decreases 1% a day'when the relaxation time is 112.8 davs.
If .we u'ill c.ontinue the aging process of polarization HD for 3 months. the relaxation
time ma1'close rvith one \:ear. By controlling the o-H2 in the HD target at the initial
pro(.ess, rve get the p<-rlarized HD target rvith a longer rerlaxation time. Extremell'
low o-H2 contarninations in the HD target may prevent the growth of polarization
of H.
70 events of p photoproduction can be collectcd in a day. We requile 2000
eventsx2 sets Ior 70% accuracy neasurelnent of C67. Days required for the mea-
surement are 
-60 days. The relaxation time of 112.8t0.1 davs is enough for the
experinrent of evaluation of s5. If the relaxation time is oll€ 1rsa1. decreasing of
polarization becomes 15%.
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lmprovement I
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Chapter 5
In this chapter, the improvement of the N\'{R rneasurement system is explained
firstly, the improvement of elirninating the hvdrogen background and the instability
of baseline of the NI\IR spectra are discussed. Next, the portable NI\IR s1'stem
rerluired fbr the transportation of the polarize HD target is discussed.
Section 5.1
Elimination of the background of hydrogen
- 
5.1.1 Simulation for magnetic field of coil by TOSCA 
-
We trave observed the hydrogen peak in the NNIR measurement without the HD
at 4.2I(. The background was not explained. When the HD gas was poured to the
HD cell. a grease was used to seal the pipe line betn'een a tank and the cell. We kneu''
that the grease includes a hydrogen component. But the h.y-drogen component of
grease was thought to be out of a detectable region bv c'onsidering the c'oil geometry.
Although the amount of the included hydrogen component of the grease R'as m,uc'h
smaller than 1 mol for HD, the strength of the NN,{R strength was larger than the
strength of lmol HD. The coil wire, which is coated with enamel, includes a hyclrogen
cornponent.
We sirnulated the magnetic field generated from the coil by using the TOSCA
provided by OPER.A-3d (an OPerating environment for Electromagnetic Research
and Analysis). OPERA-3d is the pre- and post-processing system for u'ell-known
electro- rnagnetics anall'sis programs. These progranls provide facilities for the cre-
ation of finite element models, specification of complicated conductor geometry, def-
irrition of material characteristics inclr.rding for example, non-linear and anisotropic
descriptions and graphical displays for examination of the clata. The TOSCA solves
non-linear magneto-static or electro-static field and current flow problems in three
dimensions. It has been in use for many vears, but is being continuallf improved to
incrcasc its accuracy and cfficicnct'.
Figurc 5.1(a) shorn's a dcsigncd rnodcl in TOSCA. Thc dcsignccl morlcl prcciscl5'
reproduces the structure and style of the coil for the NN'IR rneasurement of HD.
Figure 5.1(b) shou,s the result of sinrulalion for magnetic strength in thc Y direclion
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(B1') on the XY plane at the center of the coil and target for the vertical axis.
One can see that the magnetic field is strong around the wire. The strength of
the magnetic field around the wire and the center of the coil is 2 x 10-6 gauss and
5 x 10-8 gauss, respectively. These data show that magnetic field around the wire is
about 40 times stronger than that around the cell. Figure 5.1(c) shows the strength
of the rnagnetic field of Y direction (Br') in the plane of cell.
(a) (b)
(C)
準CIP「jFI":日
Figure 5.1: A magnetic strength simulation by TOSCA (u) A deigned model in
TOSCA. (b) A simulation for magnetic strength of Y direction (By) at the center of
coil and tar.get for the vertical axis. The strength is mapped on the XY plane . The
red color indicates a high magnetic field. (c) A simulation for \'{agnetic strength of
Y direction (By) on surface of the cell as contours. The red color indicates a high
magnetic field.
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We replace the coil wire from the copper wire coated by enamel to silver wire
coated by PCTE(Teflon). And then we performed a comparison test of 2 type
wires. Figure 5.2 shows the measured NMR spectrum with HD and without HD.
Upper panel was plotted the data measured at 4.2 K with 1.14 mol HD. Fluorine
peak and obvious hydrogen peak is seen in upper panel. Lower panel was plotted the
data measured at 4.2 K without HD. The NN,IR peak of hydrogen is not seen. \Are
calculated NMR strength from the measured NMR spectrum as shown in table 5.1.
From NMR strength of hydrogen, lower limit of amount of hydrogen is 0.07 mol.
And then, in consideration for the NMR strength of fluorine, a low limit of hydrogen
is less than 0.06 mol.
Table 5.1: The NN,IR strength calculated from the N\IR spectrum for H and F.
The NN'IR strength of H in the lower panel in Fig 5.2 is calculated from the drift of
baseline.
HF
Upper panel 3.023 rnV 
, 
9.022 mY
Lower panel (0.192 mV' 7.796 mY
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Figure 5.2: Comparis<-rn of NN,{R spectra including and removing enamel wire. Upper
panel shows the NMR spectra including enamel wire. Lower panel shows the NMR
spectra removing enamel wire.
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Section 5.2
Improvement for drift and noise of baseline
- 
5.2.1 Temperature control by thermo-static box 
-
From the N\'IR measurements, the drift and noise of baseline make the analysis
unstable. We have tried to reduce the drift and noise of baseline. These may be
caused from a fluctuation of temperature of cables for the NNIR polarimeter. \AIe
made a thermo-static box and put a part of the NMR measurement system in the
thermo-static box. The temperature of the Magic Tee, the pre-amp and the tune
circuit was adjusted to a constant value in the thermo-static box as shown in Fig 5.3.
Figure 5.3: The NI\{R measurement system with the thermo-static box. The Magic
Tee, the pre-amp and the tune circuit were installed in the thermo-static box.
Fig. 5.4 shows thc schcmc of thc systcm of thc thcrmo-static box. Thc box is
madc of aluminum with a hcight of 110 mm, a width of 330 mm and a dcpth of 330
mm. A silicon rubber heater is attached at the side of the box. The voltage of the
silicon rubber heater is provided by the AC source. Furthermore, the thermo-static
box is covered by foam polystyrene to increase the stability of temperature. The
corrtroller corrtrols the solid state relay by switchirrg the input power betweett ott
and off to set a purpose of the temperature of platinum resistauce thermo-sensor
pasted in the rubber heater for adjusting the temperature of rubber heater. The
temperature of the static box is monitored by a thermistor.
NMR polarimeter system with thermo static bbx
Signal gcnerator
ROHD[&SHヽ/ARZ
S 4ヽL01
Laptop
PC
?
?
?
Lock―in amplincr
STANFORD RESERCH
SR844
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Figure 5.4: Scheme of the system
resistance thermo-sensor monitored
of the therno-static box.
in the box
Pt100 is platinum
- 
5.2.2 NMR measurement with thermo-static box 
-
We have checked the drift of the baseline by using the thermo-static box in the
NNIR measurement. The measurement was performed by using the SC. A small type
cell (0.1 mol cell for HD) for the test is used. An environment of the measurement
was the temperature of 1.8 I{ and frequency of 44.08 MHz. Fig. 5.4 shows the NMR
spectra of lsF. Offset of baselines was removed. Fig. 5.4 (a) shows the measured
NMR spectra without thermo-static box. The drift of baseline is highly visible. The
signal to noise ratio (S/N ratio) is calculated from signal height and noise including
a drift of signal. The S/N ratio is 21. Fig. 5.4 (b) shows the measured NMR spectra
with the thermo-static box which was opened. However, the drift of baseline is not
visiblc, thc basclinc has a gradicnt. Thc S/N ratio is 207. Fig. 5..1 (c) shows thc
mcasured NMR spcctra with thc thcrmo-static box which was closcd and warmcd
up to 40"C. Thc basclinc was vcry stablc. Thc S/N ratio is 251.
From thcsc rcsults, thc drift of basclinc is supprcsscd only in casc that thc thcrmo
box was closed. S/N ratio was improved more than 10 times. Although there is
the gradient in the baseline in the long span, the gradient is suppressed by closing
the thermo box and by adjusting the temperature. The temperature adjusting of
the NMR circuit was very effective for the drift suppression of the baseline. The
temperature adjustment of coaxial cables may also be effective.
AC source
Solid state relay
Controller
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Section 5.3
PXI一NMR
A portable NN4R polarimeter system has been developed to measure the polar-
ization of a polarized Hydrogen-Deuteride (HD) target for hadron photoproduction
experiments at SPring-8. We har.e constructed the portable NMR polarimeter sys-
tem by replacing the devices in the conventional system with the software system
with PCI eXtensions for Instrumentation (PXI). The weight of the NMR system
is downsized from 80 kg to 7 kg, and the cost is reduced to 25%. We check the
performance of the portable N\IR polarimeter system. The signal-to-noise (S/l/)
ratio of the N\IR signal for the portable system is about 50% of that for the conven-
tional NMR system. This performance of the portable NN{R system is proved to be
compatible with the conventional NMR system for the polarization measurement.
In the 1960's, NMR. measurements for the development of polarized targets were
carried out by using a diode demodulator and a tuned RF amplifier. Poor ,S/,n/
ratio and linearity of these devices restricted the precision of the measurements.
At the end of the 1960's, the performance and reliability of the NN'IR measure-
ments greatly improved due to the development of the synchronous demodulation
technique, called the phase-sensitive demodulator (PSD). A lock-in amplifier was
developed by combining the PSD with the tuned RF amplifier and widely used for
the NNIR measurements. Although the devices for the NMR measurements become
downsized, they are still heavy and large for a long-distance transportation. We
newly developed a handy portable NNIR system by employing cutting-edge digital
technologies for the fast ADC and for software logic circuits with a usual laptop
computer. This chapter describes the basic concept and the performance of the
portable NMR system.
Section 5。4
P olartzation measurement method
Fig. 5.6(a) schematically shows the storage cryostat (SC) which is used for solidify-
ing HD and for keeping the polarization of the HD target during the transportation
from RCNP to SPring-8. The SC mainly consists of liquid nitrogen (LNz) bath,
liquid helium (LHe) bath, and a superconducting magnet. The SC is equipped with
a needle valve to control the HD temperature in the range of 1.5-30 K by pump-
ing evaporated He gas from the LHe bath. The superconducting magnet cooled by
LHe provides the maximum magnetic field of 2.5 T. The homogeneity AB/B of the
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magnetic field is 1.0 x 10-a over the target cell region. The HD gas is solidified
in a cell made of Kel-F (PCTFE:Poly-Chloro-Tri-Fluoro-Ethyle) without hvdrogen
cornposition.
The set-up of the coil support frame around the target cell in the SC is shown
in Fig. 5.6(b). We apply a single coil method for NMR measurements [60, 61]. A
Teflon coated silver wire with a diameter of 0.1 rnm is wounded as a saddle coil by
1 turn on the coil support frame u'hich is also made of KeI-F/PCTFE.
(a) Storage Cryostat
Superconducting (b) Coil & Cell
magnet
LN2 bath
HD target
LHc bath
Extract LHe
Figure 5.6: (a) The structure of the storage cr1'ostat (SC) produced by Oxford
Instruments and (b) the details of the HD cell, coil, and its support frame. The
geometry of the HD target cell is 2.5 crn in diameter and 5 cm in length for the LEPS
experiments. The coil winding is illustrated u'ith the directions of the magnetic field
H6 of the superconducting magnet and the applied RF field //1.
The polarization of a nucleus with a spin of Il2 is defined as P : (N* 
-//-)/(N*+
N- ), where If1 and N- are the numbers of sub-states m : -tI 12 and m. : -l12, re-
spectively. The absorption strength of the RF power in the NMR coil is proportional
to magnetization which is also proportional to the polarization [62]. Therefore, the
﹇?
?
】
?
?
?
】
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proportionality between the polarization and the absorption strength can be used
for determining the polarization degree.
The details about the NN'IR absorption functions are given by Abragam [62]. The
susceptibility 1 : X' 
-'iX" is defined by the two functional forms as
′    l     ω。△ω呼
(a) Quadrature:X
0.685   0686   0687   0688   0.689
ⅣIagnetic fleld(Tesla)
2 1+(T2△ω) +γ2〃『TIT2l     ωO鍔
2 1+(T2△ω) +γ2〃fTIT2'
(b) ln-phase:1"
0.685 068    0687   0688   0689
Magnetic fleld(TeSIa)
χ
(5.1)
●.2)
(5.助
where 7r is the longitudinal relaxation time, Zz is the transverse relaxation time,
7 is a gyro-magnetic ratio, cr,r6 is resonance frequency, r, is sweep frequency, Au.' is
defined as Ao : u) 
- 
{*/e, itnd .I/1 is the rotating field amplitude. Twci responses
shown in Fig. 5.7 correspond to the dispersion and absorption functions obtained
from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) which are derived from the Bloch equation [63]. The
〕??
「
】
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』???
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?
Figurc 5.7: Expcctcd NNIR signals for hydrogcn in HD molcculcs. (a) Thc quadra-
turc signal corrcsponds to thc dispcrsion function givcn in Eq. (5 1) (b) Thc
strcngth of in-phasc signal proportional to thc polarization dcgrcc which corrcsponds
to thc absorption function givcn in Eq. (5 2). Thcsc NNIR signals arc simulatcd
under the condition that the frequency is fixed at 29.26 MHz, the magnetic field is
swept from 0.67to 0.75 Tesla, and fi andT2 are assumed to be l second.
polarization of the target is proportional to the strength of the absorption function
1". Thus polarization P can be expressed as follows [64.65.66].
, 
- Iu* s"1a)da.
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Section 5.5
Development of the portable NMR polarimeter system
- 
5.5.1 Hardware in the conventional system 
-
The conventional NMR polarimeter system consists of a signal generator, an os-
cilloscope, a lock-in amplifier and a network analyzer. The network analyzer is
used for minimizing power reflection of the NMR circuit by tuning variable capac-
itors at off-resonance frequencies. The oscilloscope is used to observe the signals
returned from the NMR coil. The lock-in amplifier is used to pick up small RF
signals with a frequency equal to the frequency of the input signal. Even if a noise
level is several thousand times higher than a true tiny NMR signal, a signal with
a specific frequency can be extracted by using a phase sensitive detection method.
Noises with frequencies other than the reference frequency are rejected. As a result,
we can greatly reduce the effect of noises in the NMR measurement. As shown in
Fig. 5.8, we introduced a special circuit to cancel output signals in the case of the
non-rcsonancc. Thc sinusoidal wave output from thc signal gcncrator is dividcd into
two componcnts. Onc is scnt to the NN,{R coil and thc othcr is scnt to thc lock-in
amplificr as a rcfcrcnce signal. Whcn thc nuclear magnctic rcsonance occurs, thc
HD targct absorbs RF cnergics from thc coil, and thc absorption signal is mcasurcd
with thc lock-in amplificr whcn magnetic ficld (or frcqucncy) is swcpt. Essentially,
thcsc dcviccs arc ablc to bc constructcd from two functions to gcncratc RF signals
and to digitize the signals. If these two functions are integrated into one device, it
is expected that the polarimeter system is downsized and its cost is greatly reduced.
- 
5.5.2 Hardware development in the portable system 
-
We have constructed the portable NMR, polarimeter by using " PCI eXtensions
for Instrumentation (PXI)" [67]. This system consists of PXI-1036 (chassis), PXI-
8360 (connection between PC and PXI), PXI-5404 (signal generator), and PXI-5142
(ADC) which are produced by National Instruments Company. The hardwares
used in the present work are listed in Table 5.2. The aforementioned functions
necessary for N\{R measurements are virtually implemented and are realized using
the LabVIEW software. The schematic drawing of the portable N\4R polarimeter
system is shown in Fig. 5.9. Fig. 5.10 shows the photographs of the conventional and
portable NNIR systems. Table 5.3 compares some specifications of the conventional
and portable NNIR systems. Downsizing the rveight of the NI\IR system from 80 kg
to 7 kg and reducing the cost to 25To u'ere successfully achieved.
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Conventional NMR polarimeter system
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Figure'5.8: Schematic drawing of the conventional NMR polarimeter electronics.
Table 5.2: Hardware of the portable NMR polarimeter system
Product name Function Specification
PXI-1036 Chassie host lslot. module 5slot
PXI-8360PCI bus throughput 110MB/s
PXI-5404Signal generator 16bit,0-100ⅣIHz
PXI-5142 ADC 14bit,2GS/s
Table 5.3: Comparison of weight, size, and cost for the conventional and portable
NNIR systems. The width, depth, and height of the conventional system are 500
mm, 500 mm and 1000 mm, respectively. Those of the portable system are 200 mm,
200 mm and 250 mm, respectively. The total sizes are compared in percentage. The
weight of the portable NMR system does not include the laptop PC
weight SlZe cost
Conventional system 80 kg100%$60,000
Portable system 7.l kg4.0%S15,000
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Attcnuator
-20 dbnlLabVIEW
Lock-in
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Network
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Magic tee
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->
i」罵t
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Figure 5.9: Schematic drawing of the portable NN{R polarimeter systern: The sig-
nal generation and data acquisition are realized bv using PXI-5404 module (signal
generator) and PXI-5142 (ADC) module rn'ith the software (LabVIE\A').
(a) ('onventional
NN4R polarinrcter systcnl
(b) Porlable
NM R polalime'ler systcm
Figure 5.10: (a) The conventional NN{R polarimeter system installed in a rack.
Essentiallv, we need to prepare a signal generator, an oscilloscope, a lock-in amplifier,
and a network analyzer. (b) The portable N\lR polarimeter system c'onsisting of a
laptop PC and a PXI system.
- 
5.5.3 Software developement in the portable system 
-
〓
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We der,'eloped a software LabVIE\U
specific NNIR in-phase component from
program on the lapt,op PC to separate a
other frequeucies and noises. In the n ea-
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surement of the polarization with the NN,IR method, we need only the in-phase
component since the polarization degree is proportional to the strength of the in-
phase signal. In every measurements, the phase is adjusted to be in-phase. If the
phase is apart from in-phase, we can not obtain an accurate polarization degree,
because the susceptibility has two components 1' and 1'l. In case of the actual
measurement, in-phase and quadrature components are simultaneously measured
for rebuilding the in-phase signal. By making a phase rotation of the measured data
in a complex plane, we can reproduce a correct in-phase component in the off-line
analysis. As shown in Fig.5.11, R. d, I and Q components are obtained from the
lntegrator
Figure 5.11: Schematic drawing of software diagram for the portable NMR polarime-
ter system. I: NNIR in-phase signal, Q: NMR quadrature signal, R: Amplitude of
signal, 0: signal phase.
output signal V" : A"sin(r,,'t * 0") and the reference signal V : A,sin(r,.'t + 0,)
Here,4, and A" are the signal amplitudes, and 0, and0" are the signal phases.
To obtain the two signals, 1 and Q, the reference signal is divided into two signals
with sine and cosine functions by using a phase converter. Phase conversion is per-
formed with the software. For generating the cosine function from the sine function,
we used "internal oscillation method" (see Fig. 5.12).In this method, the reference
signal is firstly converted to a spectrum as a function of frequency by applying FFT
(Fast Fourier Transformation) method. We determine the optimum frequency from
the peak location in the FFT spectrum. By using the optimum frequency deter-
mined, two signals with waveform of sin(c,,,f * d,) and cos(cuf 10,) are generated.
Digital data for these two waveforms are stored in a memory over the period of the
Fourier transformation. This data are cashed in the memory, and are used as an
in-phase signal for the next measurement.
In the software, the reference signal and output signal returned from the NNIR
Phase
Convefter
Mixer Integrator
Phase
Shifter
&
DSP
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Internal oscillation method И′Si<①′+0″)
1' cos(orl +e,.)
Figure 5.12: Method for phase conversion. To produce a signal with quadrature
phase from the reference signal, sine and cosine filnctions with a frequency of the
reference signal are generated. The frequency is determined from the optimum peak
position in the FFT spectrum for the reference signal.
coil are multiplied in a "mixer". The mixer generates two outputs [r andVy
Since the two inputs to the mixer have exactly the same frequency, the first terms
of thc mixcr outputs in Eqs. (5.6) and (5.8) arc constant. Thc sccond tcrms havc
a frcqucncy 2at. Sincc thc frcqucncy of thc tcrrn is doublcd, thcy can bc rcmovcd
using "Intcgrator". Thus, thc filtcrcd outputs, V{- and ( bccomc
1/隻 = As Sin(ωι+θ5)×4T sin(ω:十θr)
= (1/2)AsAr COS(θs―θr)
十(1/2)AsAr Sin(2ωι tt θs tt θγ)
1/争 = スs COS(ωι+θs)×4,cOS(ωι tt θγ)
= (1/2)AsAr Sin(θs―θr)
+(1/2)AsAr Sin(2ωι+θs+θr―π/2).
レ隻ミ(1/2)AsAr COS(θs―θr)
レ1'営(1/2)スsAr Sin(θs―θr).
“
.5)
●.0
(5,7)
(5.o
“
.動
(5.10)
The rroise irrcluded irr the output sigrral is rernoved by the irrtegt'ator as well. The
in-phase component 1, the quadrature component Q, the signal amplitude R, and
the phase I are derived from Vj, andV{ bV using "Digital Signal Processor" (DSP).
The phase 0 is adjusted by adding a free parameter 9oai to synchronize with the
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in-phase signal by using " Phase Shifter" . All simple formula used by the DSP in
the software can be given as.
R=(」/スr)×ャ/42+略2=As
θ = θs―θr+θα″=tan~1(レ142/レ隻2)+θα″
f = R sin(θ)
の = R COS(θ)
“
11)
(5.12)
(5.13)
●・10
It is notcd that in thcsc proccsscs mcntioncd abovc, \,'c can scparatc thc in-phasc
componcnt 1 from thc quadraturc componcnt Q of thc NNIR signal. Aftcr rcpcating
many mcasurcmcnts by swccping thc magnctic ficld, wc producc thc NMR spcctrum.
Section 5.6
Evaluation Of the portable、NL4R pol ril‐rleter
- 
5.6.L Experimental procedur
Since the NMR measurement is carried out without reducing the polarization for
the HD target, a very weak input signal must be applied. Accordingly, an output
signal becomes small, which makes the NN'IR signal observation difficult in noisy
circuit background. In the NMR measurement, one million samples of digitized
NN{R signal heights are accumulated and averaged in each magnetic field setting.
In this averaging process. statistical errors are decreased. It should be noted that the
major part of noises come from thermal fluctuation. In order to obtain a high S/lV
ratio, it is important to accumulate a number of samples within a measurement
period at a well controlled constant temperature. The HD gas with an amount
of 1 mol was filled to the target cell and was solidified at 1.5 K in the SC. Two
kinds of NMR signals were measured with the conventional and portable N\'IR
polarimeter systems by exchanging only polarimeter part (shown in the dashed box
of Fig. 5.9). Thc swccping-spccd of thc magnctic ficld was 0.0137 Tcsla/sccond and
thc RF frcqucncy was kcpt at 29.45 MHz. Thc magnctic ficld was swcpt oncc and
thc data wcrc rccordcd to a hard-disk.
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- 
5.6.2 Experimental results 
-
Fig. 5.13 shows NMR spectra obtained by using the conventional NN,{R system
and the portable NMR system. Both H and F resonance signals are clearly observed
at 0.688 and 0.729 Tesla, respectively. The resonance of F originates from the
Teflon (PTFE:Poly-Tetra-Fluoro-Ethyle) coat of silver wire and the target cell and
the support frame made of Kel-F, and that of H originates from the HD. The F
resonance is stronger than the H resonance. This is explained by the difference of
the numbers of H and F nuclei and the difference of effects of the magnetic field from
the NMR coil. The NMR signals measured with the portable system qre stronger
than thosc mcasurcd with thc convcntional systcm. This diffcrcncc would stcm from
thc gain diffcrcncc of thc two systcms dcpcnding on thc RF frcqucncy.
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Figure 5.13: The N1\4R signals measured by the
systems. The vertical axes are the magnitude
horizontal axes are the magnetic field.
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the peak height and the N is the standard
the peak. The S/,n/ ratios measured with
than those with the conventional system.
deviation of the baseline fluctuation near
the portable system are about 50% lower
We checked the stabilitv of the H oeak
Table 5.4: SIN ratios of the H and F NMR signals measured by the conventional
and portable NN'IR systems.
H (proton) F (Flourine)
Conventional svstem 74EL l 225EL l
Portablc systcm 38EL l 111± 1
measured with the portable system periodically in a day. The fluctuation of the peak
strength was found to be smaller than 5%. This stability satisfies the requirement
that the hydrogen polarization degree must be determined rn'ithin a precision of 70%.
Section 5.7
Summary of PXI-NMR
A portable NI\'IR polarimeter system was developed for measuring the polariza-
tion degree of the polarized HD target at RCNP and SPring-S. Downsizing of the
NN4R system was successfully achieved by building the signal generator, oscilloscope,
Iock-in amplifier and network analyzer in the software (LabVIEW) with PXI. The
performance of the portable NN,IR system was proved to be compatible with the
conventional NN{R system.
The S/N ratio of the portable NN4R polarimeter system depends on the math-
ematical operation speed. If the number of samplings for averaging increases, sta-
tistical errors decrease. In the present development, we used a usual laptop PC
(CPU:Core 2 Duo T7700, 2.4 GHz) for the portable N\IR svstem. Thus, it is
expected that the ,S/l/ ratio will be improved furthermore if we use PXl-express
devices with higher speed of data transportation and a higher performance PC.
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lmprovement Ⅱ
列
New gas analyzer system for HD
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Chapter 6
lmprovement ll GC―QMS
A gas analyzer system has been developed to analyze Hydrogen-Deuteride (HD)
gas for producing frozen-spin polarized HD targets, which are used for hadron pho-
toproduction eiperiments at SPring-8. Small amounts of ortho-H2 and para-D2
gas mixtures (-9.61%) in a purified HD gas are a key to realize a fiozen-spin po-
Iarizcd targct. Howcvcr, therc was an intrinsic difficulty to mcasurc'thcsc small
mixturcs in thc HD gas with a quadrupolc mass spcctromctcr (QMS) bccausc D+
and [H2D]+ produccd from thc ionization of HD molcculcs wcrc misidcntificd as
H2 and D2 molecules, respectively, and became backgrounds for the measurement
of the H2 and D2 concentrations. In addition, the ortho-H2 and para-D2 are not
distinguished from the para-H2 and ortho-D2, respectively, with the Q\{S. In order
to obtain reliable concentrations of these gas miitures in the HD gas, we produced
a new gas analyzer system combining two independent measurements with a gas
chromatograph and the QN{S. Helium or neon gas was used as a carrier gas for
the gas chromatograph which was cooled at 
-110 K. The para-H2, ortho-H2, HD,
and D2 are separated using the retention time of the gas chromatograph and the
mass/charge ratio. Although the para-D2 is not separated from the ortho-D2, the
total amount of the D2 is measured without the [HrD]* background. The ortho-H2
concentration is also measured separately from the D+ background. It is found that
the new gas analyzer system can measure small concentrations of 
-0.0lTo for the
otho-H2 and D2 with good S/N ratios
In the conversion process from o-H2 to p-H2, an important parameter is a quantity
of remaining o-H2 with J:1, which acts as a mediator for spin depolarization when
the temperature of the solid HD target rises up to more than 4 K: the lower the
impurity of o-H2, the longer the relaxation time of hydrogen polarization. Thus, it
is essential to control the admixture of o-H2 in the highll' purified HD gas.
When the HD gas is kept in the gas container for a long time, the quality of the
HD gas is deteriorated due to the dissociation process, 2HD ,------- Hz f- D2 and the
H2 and D2 ga,sses are naturally yielded. For the HD purification, we installed a
distillation still to make the pure HD gas with a purification level of 99.99%. The
next indispensable problem to be solved is how to measure the small admixtures of
o-H2, p-H2, and D2 in the HD gas. The conventional method is to use a quadrupole
mass spectrometer (QMS) for gas analysis. This instrument makes use of a principle
that the analyzed gas is ionized at an ion source by electron bombardment and ions
are mass-separated according to the mass/charge ratio ("/"). When a HD gas is
entered in the ion source of the QNIS, small amounts of H+ and D+ are produced
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from HD molecules. other ions of Hi, [H2D]*, [HDr]*, and D] are also produced
by recombination. This means that D+ and [HrD]* are misidentified as H/- and
DlF, respectively. The QIVIS cannot distinguish the molecules and fragments with
a same mass/charge ratio. We call this problem as "fragmentation problem". The
fragments produced by ionization are listed in Table 6.1.
Tablc 6.1: Thc iro tr.}u/e123456
Molecules H夢 [HD]十  Dタ
Fragments Htt D+  Hま  [H2DI+ [HD21+ Dよ
To overcome the fragmentation problem, we designed a system combined with
a gas chromatograph and the QMS for the HD gas analysis with a high dynarnic
range of more than 104. The gas chromatograph separates the isomers in the HD
gas in terms of time. The QMS separates the isomers in terms of mass/charge.
By combining two different analysis systems, it is possible for us to analyze the H2
and D2 concentrations in the HD gas, precisely. The James X,{adison University
group has successfully employed a gas chromatography for distinguishing o-H2 and
p-H2 [68]. However, a small D2 admixture with a level of 0.01% cannot be clearly
observed because the tail part of a huge HD peak conceals a tiny D2 peak in the gas
chromatogram.
We have developed a new gas analyzer system by combining the gas chromatogra-
phv and the quadrupole mass spectrometer for removing these disadvantages. Pre-
cise measurements of the o-H2 and D2 concentrations in the HD gas will be useful
to effectively polarize the HD target and to obtain the long relaxation time.
Section 6.1
('l)vstem overvrew
Fig. 6.1 shows a schematic diagram of a new gas analyzer system. The HD gas
with a volume of 500 prl is infused into a column by a gas sampler. The sample
gases are pushed in the column together with a carrier gas. The isomers of o-H2,
P-Hz, HD, and D2 in the HD gas are separated by using the difference of adsorbent
action to zeolites which are affixed on the inner wall surface of the column. The
separated isomers in the HD gas are analyzed by the quadrupole mass spectrometer
as a function of the mass/charge ratio. In the usual method of gas chromatography,
thc tcmpcraturc of a thin zcolitc column is incrcascd during thc analysis bccausc
thc rctcntion timc of thc gas is vcry long. On thc othcr hand, sincc thc hydrogcn
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and deuterium are light and small particles, the retention times of o-H2, p-H2, HD
and D2 a,re as short as a few second at the room temperature. Because of this, the
zeolite column is cooled down to about 110 K to attain a reasona,bly long retention
time for the hydrogen and deuterium gases. Actually, the column is cooled down in
a constant temperature dewar by controlling the vapor flow from liquid N2 (LN2),
The column is installed in the dewar with the vacuuln insulation layer. LN2 is stored
at the center layer, and the cold vapor gas from LN2 flows from the inner layer to
the outer layer. We use the He or Ne gas as a carrier gas. The flow rate of the
gas is controlled by using a flow controller. The sample which is out of the column
is detected by the QNIS. This QIvIS is a product of MKS Instruments [69] and is
specially tuned-up to increase the sensitivity for detecting light molecules such as
H2, HD, D2, and T2.
HD gas
LN: or cold N: gas --------->
LN2
Distillator Vacuuminsulation Thermo meter
Figure 6.1: Schematic diagram of the gas chromatograph and the quadrupole mass
spectrometer for the HD gas analysis. The HD gas is injected with a carrier gas from
the entrance of the column via gas sampler. QMS: quadrupole mass spectrometer.
T\,IP: T\rrbo molecular pump.
一-6.1.l Disti::ator―
To make a polarized HD target with a long relaxation time of more than one
rrrorrth, we rreed to prepare a highly purified HD gas. However', if we use highly
purified HD gas, the aging time for polarizing the HD becomes long. This is an
experimental dilemma. One of methods to overcome this dilemma is to dope an
appropriate amount of o-H2 and p-D2 impurities in the purified HD gas. The appro-
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priate amount is approximately an order of 0.0L%. The purity of the commercially
available HD gas is about 96%. Contaminations are mostly H, (- 2%) and D2
(-2%).
The HD gas is necessary to be purified up to 2 99.99%o f.or optimizing the amount
of impurities. The gas distillation system used to purify the HD gas at RCNP is
shown in Fig. 6,2. The commercial gas is fed to the pot inside the ditillator. There
are stainless cells called "Helipack" inside the pot. Temperature gradient is realized
by cooling the top of the pot and heating the bottom by the thermal radiation. Heat
exchange between gas and liquid takes place on the cells. A gas with a low boiling
temperature is extracted from the top of the distillator. By using the difference of
the boiling temperatures of HD (16.6 K), H, (14.0 K) and D2 (18.7 K), we separate
the HD gas from the others. In the initial trial, the concentrations of HD, H2,
and D2 were mcasured with the QMS. Although the H2 and D2 toncentrations wcrc
dccreascd less than 0.Lya, it was not possible to mcasure thc conbentrations preciscly
becausc of the fragmentation problem.
Gas extroclion
I st stagc
T-60 K
2nd stage
T^I7K
Distill pot
Figure 6.2: (a) The design view of the distillator. The H2 gas is extracted from the
top of the distilllation pot. (b) The photograph of stainless steel packs which are
filled into the pot in the distillator. Each pack has a rolled shape like a coil and
twisted for efficient heat conduction between gas and liquid.
We operated the distillator for one week to obtain pure HD gas. The commercial
HD gas with an amount of 5.3 mol was fed to the pot. The HD gas was extracted
from the distillator with a flow rate of 2.0 ml/min to the gas storage tanks made of
stainless steel. The Hz concentration was very high in the beginning and the HD
purity gradually increased in a few days. After extracting about 1 mol gas, the gas
analysis started.
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- 
6.1.2 Quadrupole mass spectrometer(QMs) 
-
The quadrupole mass spectrometer (QN{S) consists of an ion source, an extraction
plate, four cylindrical electrodes, and a Faraday cup. A high mass resolution and
corttpactness ale its good features. The present QN{S (rnade by N'IKS Instrurrrents,
N{icrovision Plus [69]) is equipped with a multiplier to measure a partial pressure
down to 10-17 bar. The QN,{S has an ability to well distinguish the masses of
He (amu:4.0026) and D2 (amu:4.0282), because its performance is customized to
measure low mass molecules such as Hz,Dz', and T2 in the mass range of 1-6 [70].
Constant and alternative voltages are applied to four cylindrical electrodes (quadrupole
rods) as shown in Fig. 6.3. The sample gas is ionized in an ionization chamber by an
electron impact method and then accelerated by the extraction plate along to the
symmetry axis of the quadrupole rods. Ionized ions move towards the Faraday cup
rn'ith a spiral motion coupled to a displacement motion. Ionized ions, which satisfy
the resonance condition of the Mathieu's differential equation, pass the quadrupole
rods and reach the Faraday cup. The other ions can't pass through the quadrupole
rods because of the resonance mismatch. The separated ions are detected at the
Faraday cup as electric current from a multiplier. All isomers in the HD gas can be
measured by scanning the applied frequency, independently. We operated the QN4S
with a Dressure of about 10-e-10-8 bar.
Cylindrical electrodes
Faraday cup &
Multiplier
Cathode
Arrode
plate
Figure 6.3: Structure of the quadrupole mass spectrometer. Constant (U) and
alternative (V.cos(u,'t)) voltages are applied to four cylindrical electrodes. The input
HD gas is ionized in the ionization chamber by electron bombardment. Ions are
injected along the central symmetry axis of the four cylindrical electrode-rods. An
ion satisfying a resonance condition with a frequency c,,, makes a helical movement
coupled to a displacement movement towards the Faraday cup, and is finally detected
with a multiplier.
-U-Vcosc,'t
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- 
6.1.3 Gas chromatography (GC) 
-
We use the Molsieve 5,4 PLOT (porous layer open tubular) type column. The
capillarv column is made of fused silica and coated by polyimide. The size of the
capillary colurnrr is surnrnarized irr Table 2.
Table 6.2: Specification of the fused silica column. Molsieve 5,4 PLOT type col-
umn [71] was used. OD and ID stand for the outer and inner diameters of the
column.
OD    ID
O.70 mrn  O.50 rllin
Length Zeolitethickness
5  m 0.050 mm
Fig.6.4 shows an expected spectrum of gas chromatograplly as a functiOn of
retention time.The peak in the gas chromatogram data was analyzed by ntting
with the exponential―Gauss n hybrid fllnction[721 as fol10WS:
川={r( )4・罰刈
2σ;+7(ι一ιR)≦0,
(6.1)
where ttr is the peak height,σg is the standard deviation of the Gaussian,7 is the
tilne constant,and ιR is the tilne of the peak maxilnum.
ミヽdenne the separation degree R between two peaks as,
R=吊 ,
、vhere tl and t2 are their retention tilne)σl and σ2 are Calculated as,
σ;1+で,σ2=ャ/σ;2+τζ, (6.o
where oil arrd cs2 a;te the standard deviation for the peak 1 and the peak 2, respec-
tively, and 1 and 12 are the time constant for the peak 1 and peak 2, respectil'ely.
Longer column length and longer retention time are considered to give large sep-
aration R. But very long retention time is not appropriate for the present work. To
measure the HD gas from the distillator efficiently, we have estimated the best R
by changing various parameters such as the temperature of the column and the flow
rate of the He carrier gas.
“
.勾
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Figurc
tirnes.
defined
<--+ o q.2
6.4: Expcctcd pcaks in thc gas chromatography. f 1 and t2 a"rc thc rctcntion
T1 and T2 a,re the tirrre constant of the peak. The separatiorr degree R is
by Equation 6.2. Two peaks are separated completely with R > 1.5.
Sect:on 6.2
Experimental results \and analysis
- 
6.2.1 Effect of temperature and gas flow 
-
For precise measurement of the concentration of isomers in the HD gas, R is
required to be more than 1.5. To determine the optimum temperature and the
flow rate, the separation degree R between HD and D2 was measured by changing
various parameters of the temperature and the flow rate as shown in Table 6.3.
Lorver temperature (105K) with a flow rate of 10ml results in the best separation.
\Are used a helium carrier gas for the gas chromatograph in this study.
Table 6.3: The separation degree R between HD and D2. Errors are the sum of the
statistical.
Flow rate 1 ml 10 1nl 20 rnl 30 1nl5 ml3 ml
105K
l10K
120K
130K
-     4881±0005
2.610±.002  4383±0018
2.369±0.002  2416■0004
5.754■0009  7988±0.042  4568±0007  5346±0008
.346±0.032  7646±0017  6107±0. 13  6.685±0 026
7.425±0.054  7702±0061  6.800±0043  6.862±0.055
3.946±0.087  5253±0027  3.748±0062  3802■0. 16
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- 
6.2.2 Measurement of combination with GC and QMS 
-
We prepared a sample gas by mixing appropriate amounts of H2, HD, and D2
gases. The sample was analyzed by the gas analyzer system. The neon gas with a
flow rate of 35 ml/min was used to carry the sample through the column cooled at
105 K. The p-H2 and o-H2 were detected at 8 and 9 minutes, respectively, after the
injection of the sample as shown in Fig. 6.5(a). The HD and D2 gases were detected
at 11 and 14 min, respectir.ely, as shown in Fig. 6.5(b) and (c). Using both the GC
and the Ql\{S, we could observe the p-H2, o-Hz, HD, and D2 gases separately by
measuring the retention time in the GC and by determining the mass/chaige ratios
in thc QNIS as shown in Fig. 6.6. Whcn thc purity of the sampfc HD gas bccomcs
vcry high (-99.9%), backgrounds disturb clear obscrvation of thc H2 and D2 pcaks.
This problcm is discusscd in Sec. 6.2.4.
02
0
06
04
8 10 t2 14 16
Elapsed Time (min)
Figure 6.5: Gas chromatograms for the gases with the mass/charge ratios of (a)
2 (b) 3 and (c) 4. The vertical axis is the partial pressure for each gas and the
horizontal axis is the elapsed time after the injection of the gas sample.
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Figure 6.6: Three-dimensional plot of the elapsed,time of the GC vs the mass/charge
ratio measured by the QMS. The z axis is the partial pressure of each gas.
- 
6.2.3 Transition between p-H2 and o-H2 
-
There are rnysterious events between the p-H2 and o-H2 peaks in the gas chro-
matograms as shown in Fig. 6.5(a). These events are considered to be produced by
the transition from p-H2 to o-H2 or o-H2 to p-H2 in the column at low temperature.
If the p-H2 or o-H2 molecule interacts with magnetized materials, the transition can
bc induccd although thc matcrials havc not bccn clcarly spccificd yct. Such cvcnts
bctwccn thc p-H2 and o-H2 pcaks arc obscrvcd in anothcr cxpcrimcnt [68].
Wc fit thc gas chromatogram data as shown in Fig. 6.7 with thc function consisting
of two cxponcntial-Gaussian hybrid functions writtcn in Eq. 6.1, a function (Eq. 6.a)
for rcproducing thc transition cvcnts writtcn bclow, and a constant for background
events.
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(6.4)
where C is a normalization factor. -F11 and H2 are the p-H2 and o-H2 peak heights,
ost a,nd oo2 a,re the standard deviation of the Gaussian, z1 and 12 are the time
constants, and 11 and t2 are the time of the peak maximum, respectively.
The errors for the output of the QMS are estimqted from the measurement fluc-
tuation at a stable pressure. The reduced X2 for the fit is 37. The tail of the o-H2
peak is not well reproduced, which makes the reduced 12 large. The concentrations
of p-H2, o-Hz, and transition events are obtained as shown in Table 6.4. The errors
of the parameters in the fit and the deviation between the fit and the data at the
o-H2 peak tail are considered as errors of the concentrations.
Table 6.4: Concentrations of p-H2, o-H2, and transition events obtained by the fit
to the data.
para-H2 para-H2 <) ortho-H2 ortho-H2
Concentration 20±1% 7±1% 73±2%
- 
6.2.4 Analysis for pure HD 
-
Thc bcst scparation of thc pcaks was obtaincd whcn thc hclium carricr gas with a
flow rate of 10 ml/rnin was used at 105 K as listed in Table 6.3. When the purity of a
sample HD gas becomes very high, the experimental condition needs to be optimized
in order to reduce backgrounds. A pure sample HD gas was analyzed by using a he-
liurrr carrier gas with a flow rate of 1.0 rrrl/rnirt at 125 K. As showrr in Fig. 6.8(a), the
HD peak is dominantly observed at 16.5 min in 3 uf e. Another peak is also observed
at the same position in 2uf e. This peak is due to D+ produced from the ionization
of HD. Without the GC, the D+ component could not be easily separated from
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Figure 6.7: The fitting to the data with 2 rle. Peaks of o-H2 and p-H2 are fitted by
using Eqn. 6.1. The continuum in the transition region is fitted by using Eqn. 6.4
as shown by the dash-dotted curve.
real H2 signals and the measurement of the H2 concentration was uncertain. The
o-H2 peak is observed at 15.5 min separately from the p-H2 peak at 14.1 min. The
concentrations of p-H2 and o-H2 were obtained as 0.005*0.001(stat.)10.001(syst.)%
and 0.010f0.001(stat.)+0.002(syst.)%, respectively as listed in Table 6.5. The Hz
events between the p-H2 and o-H2 peaks and the tail of the peaks were assumed to
be the p-H2 or o-H2 with a ratio of 5 (p-H2) to 10 (o-H2). Present background level
rn 2 tf e gas chromatogram enables us to measure the o-H2 concentration with a
precision better than 0.01%.
The linearity of the output of the QMS and the detection efficiency of the GC
were taken into account as the systematic errors. We checked the linearity in the
partial pressure region of 10-16-10-12 bar. The relation between the amount of
sample gas and the partial pressure measured by the spectrometer were well fitted
with a linear function. The deviation from the linear function was smaller than
72% of the measured partial pressure. The detection efficiency was rneasured by
storing the sample gas and the carrier gas in a tank after passing through the gas
chromatography and the QMS. The uncertainty of the detection efficiency was found
to be about 17%.
A pure sample HD gas was analyzed by using a neon carrier gas with a flow rate of
1.0 ml/min at 125 K. As shown in Fig. 6.8(b), the HD peak is dorninantly observed at
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16.0 min in the gas chromatogram with 3 u/e. At the same location of the HD peak,
another peak is obsened tn 4uf e. This peak is inferred to appear due to the [H2D]+
molecule produced by the ionization of HD, which was confirmed by the result that
the [HD2]+ was also observed at the same location in the gas chromatogram with 5
u/e (not shown). The D2 peak is clearly observed at 19.8 min on top of the long tail
of the [HrD]* peak. The concentration of D2 in the sample HD gas was obtained as
a      _carrier gas:He
ll  … …3uたHD    i:    __2u/c
(XO.01)ヽ1
ゞ
?
、
p~H2 °~H2
13  14  15  16  17  18  19
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Figure 6.8: (a) Gas chromatograms for a distilled HD gas measured by using the
helium carrier gas. The gas chromatograms with 2 tf e (solid curve) and 3 u/e
(dotted curve) are plotted. (b) Gas chrornatogram for the distilled HD gas measured
by using the neon carrier gas. The gas chromatograms with 3 u/e (dotted curve)
and 4 u/e (solid curve) are plotted. The vertical axis is the partial pressure of each
gas. The horizontal axis is the elapsed time.
0.043+0.001(stat.)*0.009(syst.)%. Judging from the fluctuation of the background
around the D2 peak, the D2 concentration of 0.01% can be detected by using the
present new gas analyzer system.
Tablc 6.5: Thc rncasurcd conccntrations of P-Hz, o-Hz, HD, and D2 in thc distillcd
HD gas
Concentration
p~H2
0~H2
HD
D2
0.005 *0.001(stat.) 10.001(syst.)
0.010 +0.001(stat.) *0.002(svst.)
99.942 10.002(stat.) t0.009(syst.)
0.043 t0.001(stat.) *0.009(syst.)
?
?
?
?
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In Fig. 6.9, a D2 peak in gas chromatogram n'ith 4 tf e, measured by using the
gas chromatography and QMS, is compared rn'ith another small D2 peak in the gas
chromatograln, measured by using the gas chromatography only. The Dz peak is
clearly observed n'ith a good S/N ratio in Fig. 6.9(a). However, it is very difficult to
find the small D2 peak because of large backgrounds from the tail of the HD peak
in Fig. 6.9(b). The S/N ratio for the D2 peak was improved by a factor of 10 in
the measurements by using both the GC and the QMS.
01
19 20      21????
Elapsed Time (min)
Figure 6.9: (a) The gas c'hromatogram rvith 4,tle for a distilled HD gas measured
by using the neon carrier gas. (b) The sum of the gas chromatograms n'ith 3 u/e and
4 uf e for a distilled HD gas measured by using the neon carrier gas. The vertical
axis is the partial pressure of each gas. The horizontal axis is the elapsed time.
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Sect:on 6.3
Summarv of GC-ON'IS
We have developed a new HD gas analyzer system by combining the gas chro-
matograph and the quadrupole mass spectrometer for producing the polarized HD
target to be used for the hadron photoproduction experiments at SPring-8. The nerv
system enabled us to observe p-H2, o-H2, HD, and D2 separatelv. We succeeded in
measuring small concrentrations (-g.gl%) of p-Hz, o-Hz, and D2 in the distilled HD
gas with good SIN ratios. Recently, another effort to measure the small concen-
trations of the p-Hz, o-Hz, and D2 in the HD gas is devoted at JLab [73]. The
Rome group is trving to analyze the HD gas for the JLab polarized HD project, by
using the Raman scattering of laser light. The accuracy of measuring the concentra-
tions will be improved by introducing the Raman spectroscopy irlthough the setup
is awfully complicated. It should be noted that the developments of gas analyzing
techniques reported in the present u'ork will play an important role in producing
the polarized HD target under a well defined HD gas condition.
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―
New distillation system for HD
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lmprovement lll HD―Disti‖
We have developed a new cryogenic distillation system to purify Hydrogen-Deuteride
(HD) gas for polarized HD targets in LEPS experiments at SPring-8. A small
amount of ortho-Hz @0I7%) in the HD gas plays an important role in efficiently
polarizing tlie HD target. Since there are I-SYo impurities of H2 and D2 in com-
mcrcially availablc HD gascs, it is ncccssary to purify thc HD gas up to 
-99.99T0.
Thc distillation systcm is cquippcd with a cryogcnic distillation unit fillcd with
nany small stainlcss stccl cclls callcd "Hcli-pack". Thc distillation unit consists
of a condenser part, a rectification part, and a reboiler part. The unit is kept at
the temperature of. 17-21 K. The Heli-pack has a large surface area that makes
a good contact between gases and liquids. An amount of 5.2 mol of commercial
HD gas is fed into the distillation unit. Three trials were carried out to purify the
HD gas by changing temperatures (17.5 K and 20.5 K) and gas extraction speeds
(1.3 ml/min and 5.2 ml/min). The extracted gas was analyzed using a gas analyzer
system combining a quadrupole mass spectrometer with a gas chromatograph. One
mol of HD gas with a purity better than 99.99% has been successfully obtained
for the first time. The effective NTP (Number of Theoretical Plates), which is an
indication of the distillation performances, is obtained to be 37.2+0.6. This value is
in good agreement with a designed value of 37.9. The HD target is expected to be
efficientll' polarized under a well-controlled condition by adding an optimal amount
of ortho-Hz to the purified HD gas.
One of the common problerns is related to the measurernent of the HD gas concen-
tration purified by distillation. In the past, the purity of the HD gas rn''as measured
by using a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QNIS). The HD gas is ionized in the QMS
by electron bombardment, which produces not only HD+ but also D+. The D+ is
mis-identified as the Hj impurity because the mass and charge are the same. There-
fore, the amounts of impurities were not precisely determined, and the distillation
performance was not checked correctly. However, the afore-mentioned problem was
solved by introducing a new gas analyzer system combining a gas chromatograph
.w'ith the QN'{S [7a]. This new gas analyzer enables us to measure the concentrations
of the impurities with a precision better than 0.01%.
Since the commercial HD gas has about I-5Ya impurities of H2 and D2, we need
to purify it up to 
-99.9970 by distillation. After the distillation, an optimal amount
of the o-H2 is added to efficiently polarize the HD target. In the past, we used
a cryogenic distillation system, which had a rectification column containing about
20 cells called Stedman packing [44, 70], provided by 1h. ORSAY group in 2006.
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This distillation system required us to prepare the subsequent second distillation
in order to obtain a high purity HD gas for the polarized HD target. The HD gas
was distilled, and the H2 component was removed in the first distillation. Next
the HD gas was again distilled, and the D2 component was removed in the second
distillation. The periods of the first and second distillations were 20 days and 10
days, respectively. Another group used a distillation system consisting of manl,
stainless coiled ribbons, called Dixon Ring, for separating hydrogen isotopes [75].
The Dixon Ring has a large surface area, giving a good separation of the hydrogen
isotopes.
\\t'e have developed a new cryogenic distillation system containing many small
stainless steel cells called "Heli-pack" 176). The Hellpack, which has a surface area
larger than the Dixon Ring, is expected to give a better separation of the hydro-
gcn isotopcs. In this chaptcr, wc rcport thc pcrformancc of thc ncwly dcvclopcd
cryogcnic distillation systcm for producing thc purc HD gas.
Section 7.1
Experiment
- 
7.1.1 Principle 
-
In general, the distillation system is used to separate a desired chemical component
from the mixed compound by utilizing the vaporability difference. A low-boiling
component vaporizes, and is separated from others as a gas. Then high-boiling
components are liquefied. In chemical industries, this kind of the distillation method
is used to acquire a high purity chemical component for large-volume production.
In the case of the HD distillation, H2, HD, and D2 gases are liquefied by a refrig-
erator at a low temperature. Using differences between the boiling points among
H2, HD, and D2, HD gas is separated from the others. At the beginning of the
distillation process, the low-boiling component, H2, is kept as a gas at the upper
part of the distillation unit. The other (HD and D2) components drop down to the
bottom of the distillation unit as liquids. Packs, which promote the separation of
the components, are filled in the distillation unit and make a good contact betu'een
gases and liquids. The bottom of the distillation unit is warmed up by radiation
heating. Since the middle part of the distillation unit is made of stainless steel with
small heat conduction, a ternperature gradient is realized. The H2 gas is extracted
from the top through a pipe connected to a gas storage tank. Then, the remaining
HD component vaporizes with a higli purity after extracting the H2 component. The
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HD is extracted to another tank, and is used for the polarized HD target.
As seen in Fig. 7.1(a) [77], the H2 component is easily er,aporated in comparison
with the HD component at 17 K. The vaporability of a low-boiling component
to a high-boiling component is expressed by using the vapor pressure ratio of the
two components, and is defined in terms of the relative volatility cr as a function
of temperature. Fig. 7.1(b) shows a relative volatility a for P(Hr)/P(HD) and
P(HD)/P(Dr). The relative volatility increases with decreasing the temperature.
The distillation efficiency increases with increasing reiative volatility. Hou'ever. the
distillation efficiency decreases when HD is solidified. Therefore, the distillation
efficiency is expected to be optimum at around 17 K.
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Figure 7.1: (a) Phase diagram of H2, HD, and D2. Triple points for three compo-
nents are indicated by the circles. The lines in the right side of the triple points
show the border of the transition between liquid and gas (r,'apor pressure curve).
The vertical lines show the border of the transition between solid and liquid (rnelt-
ing curve) The lines in the left side of the triple noints show the border of the
transition between solid and gas (sublimation curve). These curves connect at the
triple point. (b) Relative volatility a for P(Hr)/P(HD) and P(HD)/P(D2) as a
function of temperature.
The separation ability of the distillation is expressed in terms of NTP (Number
of Theoretical Plates), wliich is defined by using the concentrations of a low-boiling
cornponent at the bottom and upper parts of the distillation unit [78]. In the case
of the distillation of the HD gas, the NTP is given as:
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rvhere lHrlr,o and [H2]6,1 are the concentrations of the H2 gas at the top and bottom
parts, respectively, and a is the relative volatility between H2 and HD. To increase
the separation ability, it is important to increase the NTP. The NTP depends on the
structure and the surface area of the packs and the height of the stacked column.
\\'e designed the distillation system with NTP:37.9 as discussed later.
- 
7.1.2 Apparatus 
-
Fig. 7.2 shows a schematic view of the HD gas distillation system. The upper
part of the distillation unit is cooled with a cryogenic panel directly connected t,o
the refrigerator, and the bottom part is warmed by radiation heating. The radiation
shield is corrrrected to the first stage of the refrigelator arrd is kept at a ternperature
of about 90-100 K. The distillation unit is cooled down to around 77 K. We use
the refrigerator system (Refrigerator unit: RDI(-408S, Compressor unit: CSW-71C)
produced by Sumitomo Heavy Industries. The cooling power of the refrigerator is
35 W at 45 K in the first stage and 6.3 W at 10 K in the second stage. The
lowest temperature of the second stage is 7 K. The temperatures and pressure in the
distillation unit were monitored periodically. The distillation system has additional
three distillation units to increase the productivitv of pure HD gas in the future.
Only one distillation unit was used in this experiment. The stainless steel packing
called "Heli-pack" is filled into the distillation unit to promote the separation among
the H2, HD, and D2 components. Heat exchange between gas and liquid takes
place on the surface of the Heli-pack cells. A gas with a lo'n-boiling component is
extracted from the upper part of the distillation unit to the tanks through the mass
flow controller.
The impurity of the extracted gas is monitored u'ith a hydrogen isotope ana-
lyzer system which combines the Gas Chromatograph with the Quadrupole Nlass
Spectrometer (GC-QMS) [7a). In the gas chromatograph, a narro\,' capillary tube
rvith a diameter of 0.50 mm is cooled at 110 K. Neon gas is used as a carrier gas.
The p-H2, o-Hz, HD, and D2 are separated using the retention time of the narrow
capillary tube and injected to the QN,{S. In the Ql\,{S, the analyzed gas is ionized
at an ion source by electron bombardment. Ions are mass-separated according to
the rnass/charge ratio (u/e). The GC-QN,{S enables us to observe the p-Hz, o-Hz,
HD, and D2 gases separately by measuring the retention time in the GC and by
determining the mass/charge ratios in the QN'IS.
Fig. 7.3 shou's a sectional drawing of the distillation unit. The distillation unit
consists of three parts. Each part has a gas inlet/outlet tube. The condenser part
is made of copper. The outer casing of the rectification part is made of stainless
steel. The outer casing of the reboiler part is made of copper. The specification of
the distillation unit is listed in Table 7.1. Three silicon-diode temperature sensors
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Figure 7.2: Schematic view of the HD gas distillation system. The distillation
system is equipped with the refrigerator to liquefy the commercial HD gas. NIFC is
a mass flow controller. The mass flow controller (\IC-3000L) is made by LINTEC
Corporation. A pressure transducer is installed at the gas extraction line. GC-QN{S
is a gas analyzer system. The radiation shield is made of copper with a thickness of
1 mm.
arc sct for monitoring thc tcmpcraturc of thc condcnscr, rcctification, and rcboilcr
parts. A film heater for controlling the temperature is wound around the condenser
part. The power of the heater is 20-30 W. The reboiler part is warmed up by
radiation heating. At the condenser part, the H2 gas can only pass through to the
extraction pipe, and the HD and D2 are liquefied.
Fig. 7.4 shows a photograph of the Heli-packs. The distillation unit is filled u'ith
about 100,000 Heli-packs. Each pack has a rolled shape like a coil and is twisted for
efficient heat conduction between gas and liquid. The NTP is determined from the
HETP of the Heli-pack theoretically calculated as
ArTP= PαCたCご:c71θιん=脩 =37.9 (7.2)
Ⅵrith NTP=37.9,the H2/HD ratio is enhanced by a hctor of l.74379 when the
relative volatility α is assumed to be l.74 at 20.5 K. If the H2 COnCentration is
0001%at the reboiler part, the H2 iS purined t。99.993%at the con enser part,
which is derived fl・om Equation(7.1)
- 
7.L 3 Distillation procedur
We operated three times to obtain pure HD gases by changing experimental pa-
rameters. Table 7.2 lists the experimental parameters for the distillation. The
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Table 7.1: Specincations of the distill就ion unit and Hcl ‐pack.The面就ion,
SWG,indicttes Standard Wire Cauge.HETP(Height EquiⅦ己ent to a Theoretト
cd Plate)1761 indiCates the HeL―pack ep前誡ion abiliじ
詣I:誌糧鳳∬策i鰍脚r:驚]躍1∬盤器鮒離T官鷺
nuIIlerical numbers`re given in ulut of inm.
Specincation of the distillatioi unit
Mtterial and Height
Condenser part
Rectiflcation paFt
Reboiler p前
Inner dimmeter
lnner volume
Packed length
Copper 110 mm
Stainless steel 1000 mm
Copper 150 mm
32 mm
1L
1100 mm
Specification of the Heli-pack [76]
HETP
Wire diameter (SWG)
Surface area
Flee volume
Density
Material
29 mm
0.0193 mm (#36)
3160 mz/ma
e7.L%
1450 kg/m3
Stainless steel
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Heli.pad(s
Figure 7.4: Photograph of Heli―packs which are fllled illttt the rectiflcation and
reboiler parts.
amount of 5.2 mol of coΠllnerCial HE)gases in the tanks、″ere fed into the distillation
unit through the inlet/Outlet tube,and solidifled tt the condёnSer part which w器
cooled at 8 K.The、Zalve bet、v n the distillation unit and the tanks was closed after
sbliditting the HD gases.The HD solid wtt melted by hetting up and was liquened.
It took 6 hours until realizing the equilibriunl of H2,HD,and]D2・「Fhe concentration
Of H2 inCreased to more than 99%.The gas was exTaCted from the condenser part
to the gas storage tanks made of stainless steel thiough the mass n。、v contr01ler
、vith a constant flow ra,te.The concentrations of H2,HD,and]D2｀Vere lnonit red by
the GC―QⅣIS during the gas extraction process.The temperature of the condenser
part was controlled in the range of 17～21 K by changing the heater polver.
Table 7.2: Experimental parameters for the distillation.
Run l  Run 2  Run 3
Temperature (K)
Extraction speed (ml/min)
Experimental period (duy)
17.5
1.3
17
20.5    20.5
1.3    5.2
17     7
Section 7.2
Experimental results and analysis
- 
7.2.1 Gas analysis of commerc:al HD gas 
-
Fig. 7.5 shows the results of
of p-H2, o-Hz, HD, and D2 are
the gas analysis for a commercial
observed with a good resolution.
HD gas. Peaks
The continuous
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component between the p-H2 and o-H2 peaks is caused from the para-ortho transi-
tion of H2 in the capillary tube. The H2, HD, and D2 yields have been obtained by
integrating the peak areas. The concentrations are calibrated by dividing the ob-
tained yields by factors of 2.18 for H2 and of 0.77 for D2 because the sensitivities ale
different from those for the HD cornponent in the QMS measurement. These factors
are the relative sensitivities to the HD, and are determined by analyzing calibration
gases. The calibrated concentrations of the conmercial HD ga"s are I.327I0.003%,
93.127+0.008%, and 5.546+0.0070/0, respectively for H2, HD, and D2.
The calibration gases have been prepared by rnixing the HD gas and another gas
(H2 or D2) with a ratio of 1:1. The factor of 2.18 is obtained frorn the analysis of a
gas with HD and H2. The factor of 0.77 is obtained from the analysis of a gas with
HD and D2. At the same location of the HD peak, other peaks are observed in the
spcctra with u/c:2 and:uf c:4. Thcsc pcaks arc duc to D+ and H2D+, rcspcctivcly,
produccd from thc HD componcnt as fragmcntations at thc ionization proccss in
thc QNIS. A shapc of thc pcak dcpcnds on thc amounts of thc componcnts in thc
injected gas. \A'hen the amounts in the injected gas are relatively smaller than a
receptible volume of the capillary tube, the widt,h of the peaks is narrow. On the
other hand, when the amounts are much larger than the volume of the capillary
tube, we observe a broad peak. However', it is found that the distortion of the peak
shape does not give any serious effect in determining the gas concentrations [74].
HD?〕）、．???‥．
_ u/e:2 (x l0)
. u/e: 3
u/e:4 (x l0)
para~H2°rth?~H2 ?
??
?
?
??
|ノ2
,ゞ
14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
Elapsed time (min)
Figure 7.5: Results of the gas analysis with the GC-QMS for the commercial HD
gas. The horizontal axis is the elapsed time after the gas injection to the gas chro-
rnatograph. The vertical axis is the partial pressure of each gas neasured with the
QMS. u/c is thc mass/chargc ratio. Thc solid linc, dashcd linc, and dottcd linc shou'
thc.spcctra with tf c:2,3, and 4, rcspcctivcly.
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- 
7.2.2 Gas analysis of pre-extraction and effective NTP 
-
After feeding the commercial HD gas to the distillation unit, the distribution of
the gas concentrations in the distillation unit reached to equilibrium in a few hours.
The impurities, H2 and D2, were concentrated in the condenser and reboiler parts
respectively. The temperatures at the condenser and reboiler parts were 20.5 K
and 23.0 K, respectively. Fig. 7.6(a) shows the results of the gas analysis with the
GC-QNIS for the gas from the condenser part in Run 2 before the extraction. The
p-H2 and o-H2 peaks are dominantly observed in the spectrum with u/e:2. The
D2 component is not observed clearly. The concentrations of the H2, HD, and D2
arc 99.963+0.003%, 0.035+0.00ITa, a:nd 0.002+0.001%, rcspcctivcly. At thc sarnc
location of thc H2 pcaks, othcr pcaks arc obscrvcd in thc spcctrum with u/e:3.
Thc pcaks arc duc to HrF produccd from thc H2 componint as a fragmcntation.
Fig. 7.6(b) shows thc rcsults of thc gas analysis for thc gas from thc rcboilcr part
bcforc thc cxtraction. Thc HD pcak is dominantly obscrvcd in thc spcctrum u'ith
u/c:3. Thc Dz pcak is obscrvcd in thc spcctrum with u7c:4. Thc conccntrations
of the H2, HD, and D2 are 0.0018+a.0aa2%,95.036+0.00470, and 4.962+0.002%,
respectively.
An effective value of the NTP, which is an indication of the distillation perfor-
lnance, is derived from the concentrations of H2 in the condenser and reboiler parts.
The effective value of the NTP is experimentallv obtained as
. / 99.963x10-2 \ / 0.0018x10-2 \
^t.rD_ 
tn \r -ooooa t 1g-, )-'" U -0001s x r0r/1\ t r 
- 1"",
: 37.2, (7 3)
u'here a, is 1.66, u,'hich is the geometrical mean f.or 7.74 and 1.58, at the temperatures
of 20.5 K and 23.0 K, respectively [771. Bv taking the uncertainties of all the
parameters into account, 37.2+0.6 is obtained for the NTP. The result of the NTP
is in good agreement with a designed value of 37.9.
- 
7.2.3 Gas analysis of purified HD 
-
The gas u,'ith a high H2 concentration rvas extracted from the condenser part,
and the HD concentration increased gradually. Fig. 7.7 shows results of the gas
analysis near the end of the distillation in Run 2. The H2 and Dz components are
not observed at the level of 0.00I%. The concentration of the HD component is
obtained to be 99.999+0.002%.
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Figure 7.6: Results of the gas anall.sis u'ith the GC-Q\IS for the gas frotn the
condenser (a) and reboiler (b) parts before the gas extraction operation. Notations
are the sAne as in Fie. 7.5.
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Figure 7.7: Results of the gas analysis with the GC-QNIS for the distilled gas after
the 14-day gas extraction at 20.5 K, and with an extraction speed of 1.3 ml/min.
Notations are the same as in Fig. 7.5
- 
7.2.4 Reduction of the H2 concentration 
-
Fig. 7.8(a) shows a concentration of H2 including both p-H2 and o-Hz, as a function
pf the extracted volume. The concentrations of the gas extracted from the condenser
part are measured for Run 1, Run 2, and Run 3. The Hz concentration at the
condenser part is nearly 100% before extracting the gas. The Hz concentration
decreases as the gas is extracted from the distillation unit. At the end of Run 2, we
confirmed that a very small amount of the D2 component was detected, where D2
concentration was 0.008+0.001%. The Hz concentration reaches to 0.01% in Run
1. The H2 concentrations reach the level under 0.001%, which is near the detection
limit of the GC-QMS, after extracting 1.0 mol and 2.0 mol gases, respectively, in
Run 2 and Run 3.
The Hz concentration decreases rapidly in the early step, and gradually reaches the
lcvcl unclcr 0.I% at thc cxtraction volumc of 0.4 mol in Run 1. Thc Hz conccntration
dccrcascs continuously in Run 2. Judging from thc comparison bctwccn Run 1 and
Run 2, a small amount of thc Hz gtr might havc bccn trappcd inside thc solid
D2 around the condenser part at 17.5 K, and evaporates slightly in Run 1' The
extraction efficiency of the H2 component at the condenser-part temperature of 20.5
K is better than that at77.5 K. The H2 concentration drops rapidly to 0.3% in the
early step, and gradually decreases with increasing the extraction volume in R,un 3.
Fig. 7.S(b) shows H2 concentration as a function of elapsed time. In Run 1, the
H2 concentration decreases rapidly in the period of 4 days, and gradually reaches
the level under 0.1% af the extraction of 17 days. In Run 2, the H2 concerltration
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Figure 7.8: (a) The Hz concentration in the distilled gas as a function of extracted
gas volume. (b) The H2 concentration in the distilled gas as a function of elapsed
time. The squares are the results of the concentration with a temperature of 17.5
K and an extraction speed of 1.3 ml/min (Run 1). The circles are the results of the
concentration with a temperatrlre of 20.5K and an extraction speed of 1.3 ml/min
(Run 2). The triangles are the results of the concentration with a temperature of
20.5 K and an extraction speed of 5.2 ml/min (Run 3). The curves are given for
convenience to guide the eyes.
decreases continuously, and reaches to the level of 0.001% after a long extraction
time of 14.8 days. In Run 3, the H2 concentration reaches to 0.01% at the extraction
time of 4 days and 0.001% at the extraction time of 6 day. The periods of 17 days
are needed to obtain the pure HD gas in Run 1 and Run 2, while the period is only
7 days in Run 3. At the end, we have obtained 1 mol of HD gas with a purity
better than 99.9970 from the extraction volume of 1.25 mol to 2.25 mol within a
week in Run 3. In addition, the concentration of o-H2 in the produced pure HD gas
is smaller than 0.001%.
Section 7.3
I Run I (17.5 K" 1.3 ml/min, 
,
o Run 2 (20.5 K, 1.3 mlimin) l
^ Run 3 (20.5 K, 5.2 ml/nrin) l
Summ ary of new HD distillation system
We have developed a new cryogenic distillation system in order to produce a pure
HD gas for the polarized HD target. The distillation system is equipped with a
cryogenic distillation unit, which is cooled aI 17-21K. filled with Helipacks. We
succeeded in obtaining 1 mol of the HD gas with a purity better than 99.99% for pro-
ducing the polarized HD target. The highest concentration of HD is 99.999+0.002%
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at the elapsed time of 1,1.8 days in Run 2. The effective NTP, an indicator of the
distillation performance, is obtained to be 37.2+0.6, u'hich is in good agreement
with a designed value of 37.9.
Since the maximum amount of the D2 component was 0.008% in the obtained
high purity HD gas, the second distillation l44l for reducing the concentration of
the D2 component is not required. In addition, we tried to shorten the operation
period for the HD distillation. The mass flow rate was set at 5.2 ml/min. The HD
distillation period was. in the present work, shortened from 30 days [aa] to 7 days.
Since the pure HD gas can be produced with the new distillation system, the HD
target u'ill be efficiently polarized by adding an optimal amount of o-H2 to the HD
gas for future LEPS experiments at SPring-8.
Finally, it should be noted that during the course of the present work, we recognize
that distillation using thc Hcli-packs is carricd out in othcr laboratorics, such as Los
Alamos National Laboratory in USA for thc ITER [79] and St. Pctcrsburg Nuclcar
Physics Institutc in Russia for thc NIuCap cxpcrimcnt [80]. Thc distillation systcm
with Heli-packs for producing pure hydrogen isotopes will be more commonly used
for various scientific and industrial applications in the near future.
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We have started to der.elop the polarized HD target since 2005 for hadron physics.
A polarized HD target will be prepared at RCNP (Osaka University) and installed
in the LEPS beam-line at SPring-8. The produced target is transferred from one
refrigerator to another via 5 refiigerators. Since ortho-H2 and para-D2 prompt to
dcca1. polarization of HD targct, highly purificd HD gas is uscd for frcczing thc
polarization. By many tcst cxpcrimcnts and training, thc DRS for cooling down thc
targct and thc distillation systcm for thc purification of HD gas havc bccn prcparcd.
\\'e had tried to produce the polarized HD target in 2008-2009 as a first step.
The polarization degree and the relaxation time 7r of the proton (H) were obtained
by using the measured N\lR spectra. The HD gas purified to 97.6% was fed to a
dilution refrigerator and solidified. Then, the HD was cooled down to 14 mK with
a high magnetic field of 17 T. The reference NNIR data of H (B:1 T,T:4.2 K) at
the thermal equilibrium state were measured. After the aging time of 53 days, the
NNIR spectra were obtained. The polarization degree of about 84% is possible for
the proton at the ternperature of 14 mK and at the magnetic field of 17 T. After
53 days, the polarization degree and the relaxation time were obtained as 40.8+2.3
(stat.)% and 112.8*0.1 (stat.) days, respectively. The relaxation time of 112.8
days is longer than the period of 60 days needed for taking data for investigating
the nucleon hidden structure. The polarization degree rneasured is much lower
than that expected from the therrnal equilibrium of the aging condition. Non-linear
relation between tlie N\lR signal height and the polarization degree or extremely
low impurity of o-H2 is considered to be the main source of the low polarizalion
degree. Extremely small amounts of o-H2 and p-D2 components in the purified
HD gas do not probably grow the polarization of the HD target. The appropriate
amount of impurities in the HD is approximately an order of 0.01%. We need to
develop a der.ice to analyze a concentration of o-H2 with a high precision of about
0.001% in order to optimize the amount of impurities.
To establish the technology of making the polarized HD target, we have focused
on developing the systems for N\,{R measurement and purifying the HD gas. The
analysis of the hydrogen background indicates that the contribution from the enamel
wire is large. Therefore, we replaced the enamel wire to the Teflon coated silver wire.
A signal to noise ratio for the N\IR measurement was largely improved by introduc-
ing 180-phase-combiners/dividers and a thermostatic box for an electric circuit. The
portable NMR system (PXI-NNIR) was developed for the NMR measurement for
the use in both places of RCNP and SPring-8. The PXI-NMR allows us to perform
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the NN{R measurement anywhere and under the same condition. The gas analysis
system (GC-QMS) and the distillation system for the HD gas (HD-Distill) were de-
veloped for purifying the HD gas. The GC-QMS allows us to analyze concentrations
of o-H2, p-Hz, HD and D2 vl'ith a high precision of about 0.001%,. The HD-Distill
enables us to obtain one mol HD gas with a purity better than 99.99%.
Since the pure HD gas can be produced reliably with the new distillation system,
the HD target will be efficiently polarized by adding an optimal amount of o-H2 and
D2 to the HD gas. It is now possible for us to reduce the aging time for producing
the polarized HD target and to have the spin-frozen HD target with a long relaxation
time. We have established the technology of making the polarized HD target. \\'e
are ready to produce the polarized HD target for the hadron physics experiment at
SPrine-S.
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Appendix A
Thc polarization rcduccs by dcpolarization which dcpcnds on thc rclaxation timc.
In the case of HD, The relaxation time 7r change in real time and depends on the
residual amount of the ortho-H2.
T.or, rs the conversion time from the ortho-H2 to the para-H2. The equation is
shown as follows
■ = Ъ嶋γιん←″2 C″P~ι/■。ηυ'
TID=■(ι=0).
The polarization is given as a function of time:
T0
αP
ごι
∂P
l―P(1)
dP
l―P(f)
一:οg(1-P(1))=
“
即)書
1/]、dι
Crp(―ι/■。nυ)αι
T。
現。ηυCrp(―ι/■。れυ)
Ъ
+θ
1-P(オ) = θ・p{三::型θttp(―ι/写。ηυ)一θ}
The polarization iS O When t=0.Thus we obtain C=Tcoηυ/T。
スの=1-θ″
{手:芦
釘ズ‐μ嗣一粋}
= 1-crp{三
:1聖(C・P(-1/■。ηυ)-1)}・
The alnounts of o―H2 COnVerts to p―H2 With tilne constant of 6.5 days. Then,
Tcoηυ=6.5 day,
PO二1-θψ{野"η(―`/6.リー1)}. (Al)If 76 is over one clay, polarizing the II in the HD becorne to be hard. Figure A.1
shovi,s decaying the amounts of o-H2 with elapsed days. The amounts of o-H2 de-
creases to 1/10 per 15 days. A effect under a high magnetic field and a low temper-
ature to the conversion frorn o-H2 to p-H2 unknown. Figure A.1 shou's the change
APPENDIX A.RELAXATION TIME
of polarization degree of the H with time constants of 1 days, 2 days, 5 days and 10
day. The polarization with the time constant of 1 day reaches expected polarization
degree. The polarization with the time constant of 10 day become unable to reaches
expected polarization since relaxation time 7r is too long. This means that too small
amounts of o-H2 at the initial make the polarization degree of H in the HD do not
grow the expected polarization degree.
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Figure A.1: Decaying the amounts of o-H2 with elapsed days. The time constant of
ortho-para conversion assumed to be 6.5 days.
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Figure A.2: The Polarization degree of the H with time constants of 1 days, 2 days,
5 days and 10 day.
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Appendix B
The ortho-H2 is an important factor for the relaxation time of the polarized HD
target. At room temperature and thermal equilibrium, hydrogen consists of 25%
para-H2 and 75Yo ortho-H2. The ortho-para ratio depends on the temperature, and
the para-H2 dominates at low temperature (approximate. 99.8% at 20 K). In this
appcndix, wc considcr thc ortho-para ratio in cach tcmpcraturc.
Thc ortho-para ratio is obtaincd by calculating thc partition function by taking
thc fact into account that thc both thc para-H2 and thc ortho-H2 havc thc rotational
excited states. The rotational partition function is u'ritten as
J=0
Z=Σ〕PJCE′/たBT
rvhere E7 is a rotation energy, Py is a degeneracies and k6 is the Boltzmann constant
(8.65 eV/K). The energies of the rotational states is given bv
島=7=3晨J+以B=募・
Where B is called rotational constant. 1 denotes the moment of inertia of the
rnolecule as
[ : pR2,
p is the reduced mass of the molecule and R is the distance between the tu'o atoms.
uhere P : !!L,Tn4 t TlL2
In the case of hydrogen molecular, the distance R is 0.74IA. The reduced nass p
is 4.69 xI}seVf c2. The moment of inertia of the heydrogen molec'ule is obtained as
follorvs.
I : ptll2 : 4.69×108 x 0.74I x 108 :2.87 x 70-27 [cV.m2l.
(2.998×108)2
The rotation constant is
h2 rc.588 - t6)', :7.56 [mev]B= 2」   2・2.87×10~27
When the nuclear spin coupling is para (J:0,2,-1..) and ortho (J:1,3..), the
degeneracies P7 are given by
(B.1)
(B.2)
(B.3)
(B.4)
PJ=2J+1:μαrα(J=0,2,..)
乃 =3×2J+1:οrtん (J=1,3,..)
APPENDIX B.CALCULATION OF ORTHO―PARA RATIO
The factor of 3 for ortho-H2 accounts for the spin degeneracy associated with l, :
1,0, -1. The Partition function is written separately for ortho and para a,s
れm■婁い口" )端ゼー蜘― 】
(B.5)
(B.6)
Table B.1: The calculated of the ortho-para ratio
Telllp
3001く
200K
150K
100K
77K
50K
20K
10K
42K
0.132
0.191
0.252
0.386
0.517
0.786
0.999
1.000
1.000
25.10%
26.10%
28.97%
39.61%
52.02%
78.63%
99.86%
100.00%
100.00%
74.90%
73.90%
71.03%
60.39%
47.98%
21.37%
0.14%
0.00%
0.00%
para-H2 ortho-H2
0.665  0.115
0.718  0.069
0.705  0.038
0.604  0.010
0.480  0.003
0.214  0.000
0.001  0.000
.000  0.000
.000  0.000
0.084  0.003
0.021  0.000
0.005  0.000
0.000  0.000
0.000  0.00
0.000  0.000
0.0 0  0000
000   0. 0
0.000  0.000
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Table C.1: Intrinsic magnetic moments of some elementarl' particles [81, 82, 83]
Nuclear Spin Magnetic Gyro-
spices dipole quadrupole
moment moment
I\Iagnetic Relative
magnetic sensitivit-y
ratio to tH
」/ん μ/μη μ/μη γI卜IHZ/T]  γ3/γ3
lH
2H
3He
7Li
llB
13c
14N
15N
170
19F
21Ne
23Na
27Al
29si
31P
33s
35cl
39K
53cr
59c。
63cu
67zn
l13cd
l19Sn
1271
129Xe
195Pt
000282
-0.04
0.04
0.01
-0.026
0.093
0.11
0.146
<10-4
-0.064
-0079
0.09
-0.03
0.4
-0.018
0.17
-0.79
42.575
6.536
32.433
16.546
13.660
10.705
3.076
4.314
5.772
40069
3.361
11.261
11.094
8.458
17.235
3.265
4.171
1.987
2.406
10.054
11.284
2.663
9.449
15.877
8.518
11.776
10.278
1.000E+00
9647E-03
4.421E-01
2935E-01
1651E-01
1590E-02
1005E-03
1.040E-03
2.907E-02
8.336E-01
2.460E-03
9.253E-02
2064E-01
7.839E-03
6.634E-02
2.256E-03
4.703E-03
5.083E-04
9.023E-04
2.765E-01
9.310E-02
2.854E-03
1.093E-02
5186E-02
9.343E-02
2.116E-02
1.407E-02
1/2   2.79277
1    0.8574 9
1/2   -2.12756
3/2   3.25629
3/2   2.68864
1/2  0.702384
1    0.40356
1/2   -0.2831
5/2   -1.89391
1/2  2628363
3/2   -0.66176
3/2   2.21752
5/2   3.64141
1/2   -0.55525
1/2   1.13166
3/2   0.64327
3/2   0.82183
3/2   0.39141
3/2   -0.47436
7/2    4.616
3/2    2.2262
5/2   0.87524
1/2   -0.62249
1/2   -1.0463
5/2    2.8094
1/2   -0.77688
1/2   0.60591
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